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California Letter

An epidemic of Influenza struck
Roy and vicinity suddenly last week
and has swept like a prairie fire all
over the mesa. Before many realized
it, there were dozen of families down
in bed with it and in dire need of assistance while many others were ill
but one or more members were able
to care for the rest.
The local physicians were swamped
with rails
nd soon called for helD.
'The Red Cross Ladies were the first
to respond. Many persons were incredulous and failed to realize the
serious situation for some days but,
as it was forced upon them most of
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Atascadars, Calif.,
Editor

So many want to know how we
like California. Will say we like it
leaving one world and going into another to come from N. Mex. to this
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approaching
building
completion but is not yet the orderly
and convenient place we had visualized. It will be by this time next
week, we hope. Now if we had a
printer who
good, old fashioned
could turn out work enough to pay
his wages, we would get into the game.
As it stands, we will plug along doing
what we can ourself and get the rest
done somehow.
We shall have half tones maoe
print them when we get settled just
The

S--

Pete Gibson, the carpenter, is reported dangerously ill with pneumonia, following a spell of Flu.
.

Gentleman.
The original form of the word "gensignifying a
tleman" was Gentile-maconvert to Christianity.

limbtieu

are. juat about run ragged.

hands.

having just returned from Kansas
City after being under quarantine for
about two weeks for measles and flu.
Now he has the mumps, can you beat

the churchyard.

to

on

L. A. West has bought a farm near
Solano and has been at work improving it a little. He plans to move on
to it in the near future; sorry to losa
Mr. West and family from our midst,
Mrs. R. B. Smith is on the sick list.
Mr. Aspgren has four sick folks In
his family. His oldest son Evert,

blncfc-Unrgln-
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Frank Driskill's family is on tho
Quaker's Name.
sick list. We heard him say that "Old
The society of Quakers received that Gray" had the "Flu."
Tony Heimann, Bertha Rinehart
name originally because they bade cer's
tain magistrates to "tremble at the and Mabel Hall called at Ralph
Sanday afternoon.
wonf of the lord."
Mm. Don Rradlev Has not returned
,from Dawson but she writes that tha
Dwarf Tree Neaf.y 200 Years Old.
little niece is certainly a beauty.
Dr. Plumlee was called to the C. C.
A species of Greenland fir, believed
He says the.
by scientists to be nearly two hundred Moore home Sunday.
years old, Is growing on the Shenk sick folks are getting along very well.
farm In Bullfrog valley, near
Ta. The unique tree is less
4H
A WiiKItUU XIUIU l.VH.
tlinn two feet high, but Its branches tj, s. Senator from Washington Feb-han spread of 15 feet and a clrcum- - ruary 5th announced to Wm. G.
It resem- - aon that his appointment as Post-Me- s
of about 00 feet.
a collection of shrubs, and Is o:ie master at Roy had been confirmed by
the Senate. He is not as hilarioua
it the largest specimens knoVi,
!over the fact as he might be had ha
.
not experienced some years gf drudge- w
Ha-zen-

j
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A clean, stirring adventure in the land
of unbroken forests
a fight for the
and a girl.
big trees of thé North

OUR. NEW SERIAL
A story that everyone of our
Be

readers will enjoy.

red-bloode-

Sure to Get the Issue With the First Installment
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YAi'vy one has sure enjoyed the
nice weather we have been having.
John Everett is putting up a coin
bin this week.

Bean threshing is all over.
com shelling with every one.

It

is

Devenport's shellcr is
broke down for a few days but will
They are at
be ready to go soon.
Mr. Jordons.
Alliert Hawkins and wife took dinner at the Banks home last Sunday.
Mr. Walters came home Sunday.
He has been visiting with relatives in
Texas. He says there is lots of mud
where he was.
Steve Powel shelled corn last week.
Messrs. Stapp and Grover Thornton
attended the ball game at Mills Sun
Johnston

&

day.
Some in this berg saw the airplane
last Friday evening.
Opal Everett was home and spent
from Friday until Sunday evening.
Cris . Rasmesson and wife spent tun- Mf and Mrj Ranks
;Independence
school is progressing
The children are doing well
fine.
in their work.

DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch
Springer, will be in

ROY,

But not until

March 1st.
Acct. Flu Q'nt'n'
early and let us examinc
teeth. NO CHARGE

FOR CONSULTATION.
Office at Kitchell Hotel
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The iridescent fire in the opal is duo
0 liv,n
to the water in, the gem, opals MnB
re- ,
remained
:thtí
plyamingl,ngofSllcnfiint-a.H!cen- ty
Jg sm inadequate.
Mr
a
'
'
"
Johnson has built up the office from a
dingy and cramped and crude littlo
'shack to its present swell quarters
Many Minds Make Speech.
No itinn enn make a sneech alone. ;n thn F. M. Co. block ana irom a
It is tho great liuinan power that 4th to a 3d class office and Central
strikes up from a thousand minds that ''Accounting office for Mora County.
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1
..w.l.,...
tl.irtr.,l.n.
af.'is upon mm, mm iimnfa Hi.
Jumes A. Garfield.

Obituaries

Longest Dance.
William Kemp, aged seventeen, In
As reported briefly last week, Mrs.
Hie reign of Elizabeth danced from
We regret our enability to tell London to Norwich in nine days, the .Dorthy Plant, pioneer homesteader and
neighbor to many of our readers, died
all the news to date. We are do .longest dunce on record.
of pneumonia at her home in Akron,
ing our best under the trying con
Ohio, January 22d, after a very briaf
Courage.
ditions. Helping save lives is fo
illness of but two days. Her age was
True courage is a spiritual victory
more importance than recording and cannot be marked,. with a physical 59 years, 6 months and 6 days,
Three daughters were with her at
deaths.
label. It is developed and strengthendeath and six of her nine children
her
exercise.
Its
by
ed, as Is everything,
living were at her funeral which
now
Index Is not in squareness of chin, but
at Ingraham, 111. her birthplace
(was
Mrs. Phoebe Davis, wife of In squareness of purpose ; not in linn-aes- s
and childhood home. Her son, Frank,
of lips, but in fashioning the lips went from here to attend the funeral
Herbert Davis, of the Brand
speak the truth; not In depth of returning last Thursday.
to
community, daughter of J. M.
Ichcst, but in depth of soul; not in
Mrs. Plant, as Widow Hickcl, won
Beard, died of pneumonia Tuestrend, but In walking uprightly. the admiration of all who knew her by
day morning after a few days -- W. S. O.
her industry and good management
which sho displayed in wrestling a
illness. Funeral Wednesday.
living from her claim in early pio- -'
necr days and rearir : her nine
ng useful and
all of them
Notice is hereby given that all
: respected
endured many
f
citizen,
in
Dist.
the delinquent Poll Tax
hardships in so do'' f but sho met
no T.3, Roy, is needed and will be
them all with the c jrage and fortiMICKIE SAYS
children
collected.
tude of a heroine and her call
her
only ones to
the
not
are
SOU KNOW, REfcOEM, SOMEII LOPEZ, Clerk School Board.
"Blessed."
TNtS I HOLLER BOUT 'HN0S
TWM OONft SUM" ME, BUt JESt
A poet has said concerning the deDr. Self answered the S.O.S.
CHE SAME
LIKE NOU A.LL FNE
cease of a child that "God kissed him
from Roy and arrived home on 'N t VNOULO'Nf VJOB-V- NONHERES and he slept." '
ELSE BUt He&E.'N WHEN
Wednesday and is welcomed in
On the 8th of February, 1920, J. C.
GB.OVM UP ÍM GrCMNG "TO HAME
Junior, the infant son of J.
Kirby,
Against
fight
Flu.
to the
OVJN,
C. and Dorothy Luntsford Kirby of
V A NEWSPAPER OP MN
near Mills. New Mexico, departed this
' life for the better world.
F. S. Brown, went to Kansas
J. C. was born at the home near
City last Saturday to close one of
Mills,' being at the time of his taking
in the state.
the biggest
away 1 year 5 months and 8 days of
age.
t.
It will mean strenuous
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oil-dea- ls

devel-opemen-

here very soon.

D. D. S. of.

Raymond Towers has been one busy C all
week.
He is doing
,av tho nnst
-- your
chores for his brother George, Oscar

umij

Mr. Woods is making quite an inw
provement in his dwelling, weather
boarding the outside and kalsomining inside.
Ralph
Hazen drove a Fordson
Tractor out of Roy for himself) last
Monday evening. He says he is going to get busy now. He thinks the

Swiss Funeral Customs.
Swiss funeral customs are peculiar.
At the death of n person the family
Inserts nn annoiiiicement In the papers
asking for sympathy.
In front of the
house Is placed a Mack table on which
stands a blank Jar.
Into this the
friends of the family drop little
visiting cards. Only men go

;,.--

s,

again.

has

,

Cris-well-

"Flu" is raging every where.
Mr. C. C. Moore has four patients
"
with "Flu."
Charley Sr.nger'a have the flir.
Word came to Mosuuero that Mrs.
R. M. T.nnsford wns hurieH last Mon
day, February 2. Haven't learned tha
particulars,
she with her husband
and children were visiting relatives
in Texas.
Mrs. Morford and Mrs. A. G. Ha
zen are acting as nurse and cook
respectively at the Moore home whilo
the family are laid up with the Flu.
C. C. is stilll able to be about and do

I

te'

DISTRICT

engine will be quite á help in hauling off some of that wheat he still

;ii2

J. C. Hester arrived trom corona
t
.,;. t of ?nn)? investigation and and
"Business as usual went on in
in
spread
,
it
That
ci:vc.
afternoon.
the
fact
established
a crowd is almost an
and the necessity for avoiding crowds
The Governor's Proclamation calling
especially in closed buidings is em- an extra session of the Legislature is
TlVlC!17.mí
and verbose that we
Only one death from the Flu has so voluminous
stingy to pay for setting the
been reported to date, that or Johnny are too
son of James type for it and we don't believe you
Johnson,
Monday after-nftv- r care a lot to read it anyway. The
died
W. Johnson, who
on illness of but four days. main fact is that you as a taxpayer
have to pay for it and the extra
Among the families who have been will
upssion as well and all the added ex
seriously ill and have been anted ny
will perpetrate and, if
the organization headed by the Red travagance it
like
you
it remember next Nodon't
.RobCross are II. Kennards, 6, Mr.
you didn't and let it
erts and family, Neis Densons, E. M. vember that voting.
influence your
Bagwells, J. M. Johnsons, John
P. M. Hoopers, Sam Strongs,
Mr. Holopeter and family of six
J N. Nutters, Sam riirongs, Jack
in an S. O. S.
Mrs. Safford, S. F. Davis, living near Mills, sent
to the Odd Felolws lodge at Roy for
boys
younger
two
and
Davis,
Herbert
Thev are all sick and help l
hi.ln
and families, Neis Wctlerhus, A. J.
Hems, Mr. Lyons, Tom Hughes, L. imperative.
M. Livingstons.
now reminds us
Other families ill but not requiring "Hordes of Autos
build
our roads to stay;
should
We
W.
R.
assistance were Casey Whites,
behind us
Boulwares, J. A. Robinsons, Mrs. F. When departing leaves
wash away.
don't
rains
Kind
that
Floersheims,
J.
Gunns,
L.
A. Roy, P.
mortgage
the
pay
children
When
our
C.
Pendletons,
R.
A.
George Towers,
Father's made, to haul their loads.
L, Justices, Oscar Plunks, George
not let them rtnse the question,
Towers, Mrs. Joe Mitchell, and more Do'TTe.rn's
the bonds, but where s the
hourly.
reported
are, being
n
roads?'
work
heioic
of
Many notable cases
511
in he,P'nB
oi tnose not
on the
L. N. Kirby writes from Oklahoma
those who are reported and it is demthey had a fine visit there. The
that
this
like
calamity
a
onstrated that
crop was so large that he has
cotton
to
is
them
has its uses and one of
helping gather it. Much in the
break down the barriers of selfishness been
yet. He made $5.00 a day and
that too often surrounds us in our fields
have done better had it not
could
interests.
personal
scramble for
They are now visiting a
rained.
Milla
Few cases are reported from
Pecos Gap, Texas.
or Solano and these are being cared daughter at
the
getting
are
people
for but the
Roy Beard, of the Brand neighborbenefit of our experience and will be
ready to meet it if emergency arises. hood is another busy man going about
neighborhood doing chores for the sick
and looking after them.

t

5-

chores.
Tonv Heimann returned from Clay
ton but alas no bride accampanied
him, but maybe that wasn't his busi
ness. So mány people get curious it
an old bachelor makes a trip to Clay
ton.
Mrs. Hubert West is able to be up
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A few years ago this was a wilderness, heavily timbered and now
there are hundreds of acres of bearing
fruit trees. Fruit of the standard
varieties of aualitv unsurpassed. We
are between two rangesvof mountains
and a valley some twenty miles wiae
makes this the ideal spot for fruit.
T.ittln crnin nf anv sort is CTOWTl here.
season is too short for anything
The
these unaffected got busy helping the
but winter wheat and barley, wmie
helpless ones.
cold, there are only about
The H. Kennara family were the it is not so
of growing weather.
months
three
Mr3.
and
first to require assistance
We are too near the snow capped
Fred S. Brown, Secretary and Mrs. Rncltips.
hut no snow ever falls here.
Irvin Ogden, Secretary of the Horn
There is much to be Been of Cali
Service Dept. went themselves and
beginning but
ministered to them, doubtless saving fornia as it was in the
place.
the lives of some as all six members changes are rapidly taking
can be found, This
of the family were helpless and had While much work
no place for a poor man.
no care save what the doctor could is really
t.hnsfl who want to retire with
finlv
give on his visits.
fitted for office work
When the seriousness of the skua-wa- s capital or are
Many wealthy peo
made known volunteers were would he satisfied. to enjoy the mild
here
come
ple
have
grave
a
still
numerous, but it was
problem to minister to so many fam- climate and enjoy the tine iruits.nsn,
and scenerv. From observation
ilies so widely scattered. The- Red came
Í
beginner will do better in New
say
a
systematic
a
went
at
Cross ladies
(unless taxes takes all his in
Mexico
by
the
aided
manner and have been
are high here but the
school teachers, the Soldier boys of come.) Taxes
sees something of where his
the American Legion and many citi- tax payer
monev coes. bv way of public im
zens, while the Boy Scouts have been tax
provements,
such paved roads, bridges,
errunning
on the job from the firs;
mihlie huildinors and everything that
rands and helping in a hundred ways.
make a country worth while,
Many autos have been placed at the goes to
Sand is too nign
why
and
not?
being
is
which
cause
disposal of the
with small means
managed from the Red Cross Hall and priced for anyone would
tire of fruit
and a ral farmer
an enormous amount of work has been
crops and besides the
vegetable
and
thereby.
saved
lives
many
done and
or it done by nann.
The two villaee Trustees and mem work is so much
too high to keep animals.
bers of the Board of Health who Feed is t!'.e tilling is done by tractors
were in town and not ill, R. Lopez Most of hoe.
and Irvin Ogden, ordered a quaran. and the
Mrs. Upton does office work and
tine closing the Schools and all
work and pleasant surroundChurch, Lodge and other gatherings likes her
makes a difference about likes
ings;
the
to
of
business
places
and limited
Can't say we will alfewest persons practical to attend to and dislikes.
particular place, but
this
be
ways
at
the necessary business of supplying
will stay in California as long as there
the needs of the people, and forbade is
a livinur in sieht. We are always
more than 12 persons to congregate,
glad
to hear of New Mexico and her
the
enforce
appointing an officer to
as good a
regulations, and urging all to comply prosperity and think it
place as any.
preventing
for
simple
rules
the
with
Hoping 1920 will be still more pros
th? spread of the disease. Isolation
perous,
will close.
rev,l
and
r,f th" s'
vm H
MRS. E. J. HEruUKN.
rrv
striotions rermit a'! v:M v;
t
a!."i I
letnr. n thi ri
,The Roy Bank was not opened till
"
latecl.
Monday on account oi mncss
noon
....
ia:i
Dr. Jackson, Loca!
ncr.agrl of the force. Mr. Justice was quaran
the Board of Health,-hahome, Chester Scott was kept
the matter thus far very practically tined at
at.
bv the illness of his wife
homo
peoour
of
and we are frankly proud
new assistant had not arrived.
ple who have so bravely risked in- and the
Seaman, the stenographer, was
fection and sacrificed for the common Miss only
one on the job and she
the
Humsinitv.
n
wen
opon
the vault. At noon Mr.
couldn't
been
epidemic
has
.,..,.;. 0f the
v.':l:-');'-
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Flu Epidemic

Number

.fe

Dick Pendleton left Thursday
for Omaha and other eastern
points on auto and tractor business,

i

Making Sure.

hostler was sent to the stable to
bring out a traveler's horse. Not knowing which of the two horses" in the
stable belonged to the traveler, he saddled both animals and brought them
to the door. The traveler pointed out
his own horse, saying, "That's 'my
nag." "Certiilt.ly, jour honor, I know
that very well, but I didn't know which
was the oilier gentleman's!"
A

"jL"
CMfcitEi

tw

children remain to cheer tha

home, Lee Dell Kirby aged 5 years,
Ln Wm Harold Kirbv ace 3.
We cannot understand the
of God's Providence nor the
of suffering, but whatever come.i
let us know that Hod's lovq is constant. The suffering of the child has
been changed to eternal wiesseuness
so let us have faith that the little
spirit is in the arms of him who
blessed little children while on earth.
UV wish to exnress our thankful
appreciation of kindness shown to us
by friends during tne sickiicsh ami
decease of our infant son, J .C. Kirby,
Junior, also for the sacrificing care
on the part of the Physician and
Nurses.
MR. AND MRS.

J.

C.

KIRBY

THE

AfiKEWJ
AumoROF
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Ell
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JOHN BOGARDUS,

1

ISHU
CHAPTER

XI.
12

Continued.

It .filled Andrea with a premonition
and brought her a desperate courage.
slippers
She took off her
and climbed down several rungs of the
ladder that led to her platform ; then
seating herself and getting a good
knee-gri- p
on the limb, she leaned down
and gradually worked loose the cleat
below her. After that she took the next
above and then the next, depositing
each cleat as she removed it in her
high-heele- d

room.
No sooner had she finished, leaving
herself cut off from easy access to the
outside world but In (compensation
having established a substantial obstacle to sudden assault from below,
than she was aware of the whispering,
wheezy sound of heavy breathing. Immediately afterward came to her distended nostrils an overpowering odor
of gin, nauseatlngly sweet and sour at
the same time. She looked down Into
the shadowy gloom and saw MacCloster's bulk moving slowly upward, rung
by rung, each movement as deliberate
and repulsive as that of a giant sloth.
Gripping one of the loosened cleats
in her right hand, she knelt on the
edge of the platform and watched
breathlessly his progress. When he
came to the break in the ladder his
hairy paws groped helplessly for a moment only; then they embraced the
tree-trun-k
and he began to swarm up
the ensy slant. "Waiting up for me,
dearie?" he whispered.
Andrea suppressed an Instinctive
Impulse to fly before his advance, all
the more terrifying because it was so
idellberate. Her face went white, her
eyes narrowed, but her Hps set In a
straight line as she waited, trying her
best to quiet her excited breathing lest
it betray her pitiful agitation. She
measured the distance between the
edge of the platform and those slowly
sliding hands. - Only when they got so
close that she could see the mist of
fine yellow hair on them did she strike
first at one and then at the other, and
not with the edge of the cleat, but
with the three Jagged nails that protruded from Its flat side.
With a bellow of rage MacCloster
snatched back his pierced hands, trusting to the grip of his knees. Andrea
clutched the cleat tightly, leaned forward and struck him across the side
of the head with all her strength. He
lost his balance and fell. Sha heard
his body crashing from limb to limb
until it landed with a terrific thud on
some platform far below. Up from the
depths came a liquid stream of curses ;
he could no longer bellow, he was
whining with the rage that means to

If Bk
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claimed Itself frankly and seemed to
be trying to rock her to comfort and
oblivion,
Suddenly a terrific ripping crash
above her head tore through her numbed senses and brought her staggering
to her feet. The whole monster structure of the cala swayed and bent as
though It had been struck by a tornado. Strong limbs creaked and cracked
with reports like pistol shots and a
shower of leaves fell with a faint
that could be distinctly
heard as If through the interstices of
the general and grosser commotion.
The roaring of the airplane that she
had thought an hallucination suddenly
ceased.
Presently smoke, pearl-gray- ,
began to seep through the thatch of
the roof.
Andrea came fully to her senses and
called In a clear, high voice : "I'm here,
White Man; I'm here, White Man."
She repeated the cry steadily at short
Intervals until he shouted an answer.
Following the sound of his voice, her
eyes caught the gleam of his hunting
knife, hacking a way through the
thatch and when, finally, his feet were
thrust through the opening, she seized
and guided them to a foothold. In another second he was standing before
her. Even In the dim light she could
see that his face was blackened, his
eyebrows, eyelashes and mustache en
tirely singed, his hair burnt off In
patches.
"Oh I White Man!" she
gasped, throwing out both hands toward him.
"Drop It," said Trevor shortly.
"Which way to the ground?"
She showed him. He slid down the
branch until he struck the first cleat,
and waited there to catch her. "Come
on, now," he said. "Jn thirty seconds
e
will be
whoever's left In this
baked."
From below them and outside the
cala came the ulululng of a thousand
n
voices, overlain but not
dominated by the bellowing of Mac
Closter, Issuing drunken and Impossi
ble orders intermingled with horrible
and obscene oaths. As Trevor and An
drea reached the platform at the main
Intersection of the tree's branches the
pall of smoke that had been following
close on their heels descended with n
swirl and enveloped them. He turned,
caught up her skirt and threw It over
her head; then he seized her In his
click-clickin- g

hell-hol-

panic-stricke-

arms, burled his face against her
breast and staggered blindly down the
spiral stairway.
In the van of the smoke, almost as
though he were being propelled by it,
he stumbled through the exit into the
cool air of night and a glare that paled
the face of the full moon. He dropped
kill.
Andrea to the ground, stepped over
Andrea sank back and cowered in her and stood face to face with the
the corner of her hovel. She was raving MacCloster. On the Instant the
giant fell silent. He stared vacantly
for the space of a second; then his
ravaged face writhed Into such an expression of sublimated hatred as no
man lives to see twice. Murder wrote
itself large across his features, slow
murder with bare hands for this enemy who had sent up in smoke and
flame the one beloved earthly possession of the wreck of a life. With a
choking gulp that seemed to rend his
throat he charged, head down, arms
thrown wide, talons clutching In an
ticipation.
His mouth twisted in a thin smile,
Trevor shot from the hip. The bullet
of the heavy service revolver caught
MacCloster in the shoulder and spun
him around three times. Trevor fired
ngaln.
The giant's body seemed to
waver In the air, then crumpled and
fell sprawling toward the gun, face
down.
"You've killed him," sobbed Andrea,
still on her hands and knees.
"In a way," said Trevor calmly and
half to himself. "He reilly died years
ago."

CHAPTER XII.
The memory of that tragic moment,
strangely enough, was not to live In
Andrea's mind by reason of the sight
of the collapse of MacCloster's bulk,
but by what followed Immediately
ilfcMTSimiiiii
lit

'"''

after.
1

rliV

Him Across the Side of the
Head With All Her Strength.

Struck

through,; that last blow had drained
her of all energy and courage, she was
no longer conscious of a desire to live.
Her head rang with Incredible sounds.
Hallucination tortured her and even
brought to her longUe ears the faraway hum of Trevors airplane motor.
Bo vivid was her imagination that the
hum grew louder and louder, as it
would have done In reality, and finally
attained a staccato roar. She smiled
wistfully, her face illumined by all the
love of the White Man which she had
hidden under a mask of flippancy but
which, now that hope was dead, pro

Never could she forget the

sudden stilling of the ulululng and the
instantaneous smile, broadening to a
grin, that dawned on the face of every

native.
The black throng backed step by
step before the terrific heat of the
flaming cola. Their, scorching faces
glistened with sweat, but their eyes
hung greedily on the crumpled, sprawling mass that was all that was left of
MacCloster.
In the pleasurable surfeit of the moment they were careless
of the fact that the doom of the entire
craal was fixed.
Trevor turned on them In a white
rage and with a
bullet shot
an assegai from between the legs of a
great hulking brute whose mouth was
slavering with revolting enjoyment of
the scene. The black's face went gray
well-aime- d
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with fright; his eyes cnme back with a
snap from their sensual feast. Many
of his companions luughed aloud, but
others wily licked thick Hps In bestial
hunger for more slaughter.
"You!" c"rled Trevor, pressing the
muzzle of his revolver Into the quivering naked stomach of the man he had
frightened. "Get your crew together.
Take me home."
Half an hour later Andrea found
herself once more In MacCloster's
boat, but In spite of the fact that all
its appointments and the crew were
the sume with the exception of the one
black who had been killed, it seemed
utterly strange to her eyes, now no
longer glazed by misery. She turned
to Trevor, who had not spoken to her
since first he had Joined her In the
caia. "The boat is quite different," she
said. "It's as though I saw it for the
first time."
He gave her no answer beyond a
noncommittal grunt, nor did he look
at her. His eyes were fastened far
ahead on the river, tracing out the
swirl of the current and deep water.
A troubled look came Into Andrea's
face; she glanced at him and her Hps
e
parted twice in the
that
precedes kindly speech. "You think I
ought to thank you?" she asked. "I
haven't the words ; if I tried my heart
would choke me."
"Thank me?" said Trevor, casting
her a casual look. "What for?"
Andrea's Hps trembled. If only the
fire hadn't happened Just when It did,
she thought. If only It had given him
time to find her, to take her in his
arms ! "For saving me," she answered
half-smil-

ne first assured himself that she
was really asleep and then slipped his
arm around her and held her close.
He forgot his burns and bruises, his
fatigue and hunger; he looked back
with exultant pride upon the maelstrom of emotions that he had ridden
to reach this haven of his soul's peace.
The feverish haste with which he had
dug out the airplane and patched It
up, the white rage In which he had
hurled himself with it into the air, the
absolute and marvelous determination
of the steady, unwavering flight that
hud carried him straight to MacCloster's craal, all became emblems to him
of the power of that which is within
us to rise eternally to superhuman
heights on the wings of a little love.
He glanced downward at the fair
head pressed so close to his shoulder
that the wide brim of his helmet
shaded it as well as his own and let
his eyes follow along the curled-ulength of Andrea's figure. She seemed
very small, very young, Infinitely
potent. For the first time in their Intercourse he consciously remembered
who she was and all his bravado In the
face of false values, all his logical Indifference to established forms, fell
from him. He trembled for the things
he had done to, the murder he had
coolly committed on, the person of the
Honorable Andrea Pellor!
She had said that she knew herself
safe with him forever and forever and
while he recognized the gentle mood
thnt had so overburdened her tongue,
der,

p

simply.

"For saving nothing," affirmed Tre"For saving the nothing that Is
left of your beauty and freshness and
honor after the touch of that beast."
Overwhelming
shame stained her
cheeks ; she felt all that was noble and
generous within her shriveling Into a
strangling knot. She tried to speak,
to protest against his hardness and Injustice, but she could only gulp. For
hours they sat In absolute silence, and
gradually the cold that had struck her
heart spread through all her body until her teeth began to chatter.
"Why are you doing that?" asked
Trevor sharply. "It Isn't really cold."
bedoing it
"I'm
cause I c c can't help It," chattered
Andrea.
"I am c c cold!"
She
pressed herself against his body, as
though she begged for his arms around
her. He drew away from her.
She crouched back In her corner
and turned upon him the accusing eyes
of a child that has been cruelly
wounded; then her womanhood came
to the rescue. It reasoned with her,
told her that the time for pride had
passed, for If she lost this man she lost
all men forever. No longer could she
say "my world" and think of parties,
Bond street, taxlcabs and the smartest
restaurants; her world was here beside her, to win or lose.
When It come to describing her
hours with MacCloster, she harped
with supreme feminine intuition on a
single fact. Again and again she gave
him to understand that except for lugging her aercis his shoulder to the
boat, MacCloste." had not once so
much as laid a finger on her. So careful was her narrative in its logical sequence of detail that It could not fall
to carry conviction with it. Trevor
gradually melted to the extent of filling his pipe and lighting it.
She told of her entering the court
around the great cala with MacCloster,
of his discovery that a case of gin bad
arrived with his freight and of the
oily change that had come to his voice.
At this point in her story Trevor forgot to smoke. He clutched the hot
bowl of his pipe In a grip that made
his knuckles show white. She could
feel him listening with his whole tense
body. She hurried on to her climax;
to the description of her strategy In
removing the cleats and of MacCloster's terrifying attack. She even repeated some of his words. "He said,
'Waiting up for me, dearie?' and then
I drove the nails Into his hands and
when he snatched them back, I hit him
across the head and he fell. And then
I heard you coming. I thought I had
gone mad, that it was not with my ears
but with the longing of my heart that
I heard you coming. When I called
and you answered I forgot that I had
ever known fear; I knew that I was
snfe, forever and forever."
"Good girl," said Trevor huskily. He
reached out and patted her hand but
his thoughts were not altogether with
her; they were lingering behind, hovering over the scene of her elemental
battle with MacCloster as though he
sought to steep his soul In that recollection in an effort to drown for once
and all time the memory of twenty-fou- r
hours of torturing Jealousy.
"So you're not Jealous any more, are
you?" pleaded Andrea.
"Jealous!" exclaimed eternal man
impatiently. "Who said anything about
Jealousy? It's one rotten quality that,
thank God, I don't possess. It's he
canker-worthat eats Into the heart
of trust. A man that feels It, demeans
the woman he loves."
extraordinary," murmured
"How
Andrea, "because I don't believe any
woman in the world ever really loves
an unjealous man. Of course," she
added thoughtfully, "we despise Jealousybut that doesn't keep us from
adoring It in Just one man."
Trevor was silent for a long time,
pondering on this absurd and unanswerable argument. The sun arose
and set to work at once to overheat
the world; Andrea grew warm and
then drowsy. She began to nod and
her body to Incline. If it had drooped
nnnnalfa
llrontlrtn rilronMv
.
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In which It actually did, she would
have fallen into tne river; as it
she fell against Trevor's shoul
vor.
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She Seemed Very Small, Very Young.

he felt now an aching within him to
guard, not the Honorable Andrea Pellor, but this much dearer creature of
his own making, from the harming
touch of tongues as well as hands.
He threw up his head as though to
a revivified and ennobled determination that was above fear and murmured a confirmation of the creed that
from her
had been born,
lines, "Whether you want me or
mock me, the die is forever cast ; your
trutli and your untruth, your weakness and your strength, purity or
taint; I shall take you all and taking
you, take only myself; for love Is an
Indivisible, an Integral possession!"
CHAPTER

XIII.

Andrea did not awake until Trevor
withdrew his arm, which was when
they were already in sight of their
home landing.
By the time she reached the camp
she was In no mood to welcome the
astonishing sight of three white men
calmly taking a siesta in Trevor's most
comfortable chairs, their helmets and
d
dolmans tossed aside and their
short-sleeve-

undershirts unbuttoned at the
neck. The only thing to be discerned
In their favor was that they were all
freshly shaven. It did not cheer her
to see that upon catching sight of
them, Trevor's face cleared.
"Who are the interlopers?" she
asked shortly.
His eyebrows went up. "Interlopers,
Andrea Pellor?" he asked with a
smile.
Then his face turned grim.
"Will you do what I ask this time?"
he inquired.
She stifled the feeling of rebellion
that Immediately rose In her at this
recurrence of his fighting voice. "Yes,"
she said meekly.
"Please slip quietly to your room,
have your tea and bath alone and
dress In your smartest khaki outfit,
leggings and all. When you have done
that, please wait till I come."
Andrea could not resist a single
shot. "Yes," she said demurely, "Just
for a change I'll go and have my tea
and bath alone."
Trevor Ignored the hit. "Good girl,"
he said, his attention already swerving
to his snoring guests.
"And you won't tell me who they
are?" asked Andrea. "Or don't you

know?"
He fixed her with a meaning stare.
"Certainly I know," he said, "for I
sent for them at considerable expense
and trouble. Also I may as well tell
you now that one of them at least is a
priest of the Church of England."
A flame of color stained Andrea's
cheeks and her eyes went suddenly
wide. Things were moving and only
by a tremendous effort did she catch
up with them. "Great expense," she

"Something under three

exaggerated tiptoe.
Trevor did not bother to awake his
guests; he went straight to his room
and gave himself up to a
orgy of tea ; hof bath, sharp razor
and clean clothes; to say nothing of
the cleansing, anointing and bandaging of his many burns and wounds.
When, hours later, he had completed
the complex operation to the best of
his ability if not entirely to the satisfaction of his vanity he opened his
door a crack and looked out. The
three guests were awake and reading.
They seemed quite comfortable as well
as quite at home, a bottle and three
glasses having magically accrued to
the table in their midst. It seemed a
shame to disturb them at that particular moment and Trevor decided not
to. He closed the door, barred it, disconnected the alarm gong and left his
room by the covered way.
It is a matter of record that while
this same Inclosed alley was certainly
not over thirty paces In length and
could have been traversed In half as
many

-
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murmured.

pounds, I suppose."
Undoubtedly a hit but also Ignored
by Trevor, whose mind was intent on
He
far more weighty affairs.
shrugged his shoulders and pointed to
her but with his 'chin, an expressive
but most reprehensible adoption of native habit. She took the hint, nevertheless, and as she started he said,
"Flease remember. Please don't show
yourself this time, will you?" The
tone of his voice was a great Improvement on all that had gone before. She
threw him a smile over her shoulder
and proceeded to cross to her hut on

seconds,

It took

him

exactly

thirty minutes to get from his end of
the passoge to Andrea's door and
She opened to him at once
knock.
and the sight of her made him tremble.
Never before had she seemed so altogether adequate to every demand of
life. He looked upon her lovely tumbled hnlr that was still laughing from
its bath; on her deep blue eyes, each
cuddling a devil of mischief; on her
adorable nose, always sniffing for trouble; on her red lips, ready to call a
man on ; and on her hard fists, backed
by sturdy youth, still more ready to
keep him off, and felt the bones of his
determination turning to water. She
stood with her feet slightly straddled,
her hands stuffed in the side pockets
of her khaki Jacket a pose often assumed by professional fighters. He
glanced nervously about her room and
deciding that he would feel more at
home and perhaps more secure in his
own, asked her to precede him there.
She consented and upon arrival made
naturally for the couch.
"I think," said Trevor hastily, "you
had better sit here for a change." He
chair by
drew out a straight-backe- d
the table. She cast him an inquiring
glance but sat down without remark.
Trevor did not sit ; he paced up and
down before her till she could stand It
no longer; then she said brightly,
"Now I know how our old cat used to
feel, watching the canary swing on
his trapeze."
coinciInverted
"Extraordinary
dence," remarked Trevor. "I feel like
the canary."
Both pondered on this rejoinder for
some moments; there was something
about It that reminded Andrea of
"first blood." Finally she realized that
it was her turn to speak. "I'll let that
go for the present," she said with
dignity. "Suppose you say what you've
got to say."
The man stood squarely before her.
"All right," he said. For a second he
hung on the verge of further speech
as though he were counting "one, two,
three go;" then he plunged: "Will
you marry me?"
Here was a game that Andrea knew
from Its infancy to Its old age. The
first move on its checker board was
as fixed as it was easy. "No," she
said promptly and automatically and
glanced up with a
look that
said: "Your turn to play."
That look was destined to die a sudden death. "Thank God !" said Trevor,
fervently, apparently looking into
space, but in reality taking In her galvanized start through the corner of
one eye. "You see," he continued. "I've
come to my senses and begun to get
your point of view. It's still true
that you asked me to bring you, but
It's no less true that you thought you
were Just going up for a morning
breeze, while I knew that once you
were In that flying machine it was
good-bto a world. If I'd told you that,
of course you wouldn't have come."
"Of course," said Andrea, faintly.
Her heart was aching and Inside of
her its pulse was drumming an old familiar childish refrain of helpless rage.
"He didn't play fair! He didn't play
fair!"
"Under the circumstances and acknowledging my fault, I could do no
less than offer to marry you In spite
of your high station in life. I felt that
you might think yourself compromised
to such an extent that even my humble
person would prove some sort of an
amend.
It's a great relief to know
that I overestimated the situation all
around."
Andrea realized that the false start
had thrown her out of the normal
stride of the game and she was ready
to clutch at a straw. "Why, I hadn't
thought of that I mean, I'd forgotten
it somehow but I do feel compromisedawfully." She looked hopeful,
ly at his set face.
half-bore-

HER LIFE WAS
SAVED!
Kansas City, Kans.r "About twenty,
three years ago Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and Golden Medical Discovery
savea my me. i
ill; had
severe cough and
bronchitis. At times
I would get o badiv
choked up that I
would have to
up
If in bed to getait my
in
and
breath
short
time I began to suf
fer with dropsy. I
doctored but did not
do-ca-
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hv
a nnnm. Thadnctna
'
told me the only thing that would help me
fast and had to

I'

was a change of climate. He advised me to
go to a fouthern climate. I knew ol Dr.
Pierce'i Golden Medical Discovery and
decided to try it. I had my nurse get me
two bottle. The firat night I had her give
me Juat few drops every few minutei and
by twelve o'clock I waa asleep, a thing I had
not done for about three weeks. The next
day they gave m this medicine every half
hour and after that as directed. I kept up
its use until I was a well woman. It not only
cured me but I was in better health than I
had ever been and since that time I have
always taken 'Favorite Prescription' when
n
or in need of
ever I was badly
tonic and it haa never failed to help me. I
am glad to recommend Dr. Pieroe s medicines." MRS. SARAH COLEMAN, 1420
Wood Ave.

Nervous

Weak

Run-dow- n

Nebr.) "I was at one time
greatly benefited by taking Dr. Pierce's
n
medicines.
in
I became all
health, was weak and nervous and was
greatly in need of some good tonid to build
me up and give me strength. I took the
'Favorite Prescription' and the "Golden
Medical Discovery' and they proved to be
Just what I needed for they built me up and
restored me to good health. For this I am
very thankful, indeed." MRS. JENNlfi
BICBARD30N, 637 S. 26th Ave.
Omaha,

run-dow-

Reflection on a Head.
Professor "If the gentleman In the
back row will kindly remove his hat
I will continue and point out a concrete example." Yale Record.
Shave With Cutlcura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin com
fort and skin health. No mug, no
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Adv.

Lot's wife was the salt of the earth
and still she wasn't satisfied.
Grumbling doesn't pay.
makes the hard Job harder.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Just Now.
"Pa, what's an optimist?"
"He is a dealer, my son, who has a
large stock of what people want very
much, and who thinks that the high
cost of living might be very much
worse

Crtre

Dont take chances. Get
Little Liver fills right now. They
never tail to make tne
liver do Its duty. They
relieve constipa
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plexion, put a healthy glow on the
cheek and sparkle In the eye. Be ture
na gee tne genuine.
Email Pill Small Dose

Soma Pric

UB. CARTER'S EtON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
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Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

New York, Feb. 9. Herbert Hoover
has Issued a statement defining his attitude toward the presidency.
He announced that he Is not a can- dldlte for the nomination and that no
one Is authorized to speak for him politically. If the league of nations Is
made an Issue In the election, he says
he will vote for, the party that stands
for the league.In response to requests, that he declare allegiance to either one or the
other of the great political parties, Mr.
Hoover says he will wait until it more
definitely appears what the party managers stand for, and will "exercise a
citizenship
prerogative of American
and decline to pledge my vote blind-

How Many Women Are tike Thia?

Can anything be more wearing for women than the ceaseless
round of household duties? Oh! the monotony of it
ork
and drudge j no time to be sick tired, ailing, yet can-nstop. There comes a time when something u snaps " and
they find themselves " simply worn out," and to make matters
worse,have contracted serious feminine disorder which almost
always follows the constant overtaxing of a woman's strength.
Then they should remember that there Is no remedy Ilka
expo
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoundi-th- e
rlence of these two women establishes that fact ' '
,

Cedar Rapids, la. "After tha
birth of my last child I had such
painful spells that would unfit ma
entirely for my housework. I tut
f ered for months and the doctor said
that my trouble was organio ulcers
and I would hare to have an operation. That was an awful thing to
me. with a young baby and four other
children, to one day I thought of
Lydla B. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and how it had helped
me yean before and I decided to try
It again. I took five bottle! of Vegetable Compound and used Lydla B.
1'inkham'i Sanative Wath and alnoe
then I hare been well woman, able
to take oare of my house and family
without any trouble ora day's pain.
I am ready and thankful to swear by
your medicine any time, I am forty,
four yean old and nave not had a day" s
Illness of any kind for three vetos."
Mrs. H. Kohio,617
Uil Ulyd,
Cedar Bapids, Iowa.
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RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 02. Bay Bum,
a small box of Barbo Compound, and H
ox. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a
week until it becomes the desired shade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little cost. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
.

"In order to answer a large number
of questions all at once, let me emphasize that I have taken a day off from
the Industrial conference In Washington to come to New York solely to attend to pressing matters In connection
with the children's relief. I am not a
candidate. I have no 'organization.'
No one Is authorized to speak for me
politically.
"As an American citizen by birth and
of long ancestry, I am naturally deeply Interested In the present critical
situation. My sincere and only political desire Is that one or both of the
great political parties will approach
the vital Issues which have grown out
of the war and are new, with a clear
purpose looking to the welfare of our
people and that candidates capable of
carrying out this work should be nom-

Doomed.

Lateman' wanted to buy a clock
that is, a reliable clock and he made
the shopman show hlra a good many
before he decided on one.
"Now, sir," said the salesman, "this
clock will last you a lifetime."
.

Latemnn looked dubious.
"Why, how can that be?" he asked.
"I can see for myself that Its hours
are numbered I"

How's This?

We offer $100.00. for any case of catarrh
that cannot be cured by HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is taken internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucoua Surfaces of the System.
Sold by druKRlsta for over forty years.
Price 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Killing Romance.

Fiery Itching and Burning of
Sinn Is a Most Cruel Torture

50 years as one ef the
greatest blood cleansers Known, it
is guaranteed entirely iree from
minerals of any kind.

The experience of others has
established the unfailing merits of
S. S, S., and there's no question
about the wisdom of your giving it
a thorough trial All reputable
druggists sell it. If in doubt as ta
your case write to Medical Advisor, Swift Specific. Go Dept. H
Atlanta. Cat

r

n

inated.
"If the treaty goes over to the presidential election, then I must vote for
the party that stands for the league.
With It there Is hope not only of the
prevention of war, but also that we
can safely economize In military policies. There is hope of earlier return
of confidence and the economic reconstruction of the world. I could not
vote with a party If. It were dominated by groups who seek to set aside
our constitutional guarantees for free
speech or free representation, who
control of the govhope to
ernment for profit and privilege.
I could not vote with a party if it
were dominated by groups who hope
for any form of socialism, whether it
be nationalization of Industry, or other destruction of individual Initiative.
Both these extremes, camouflaged or
open, are active enough In the country
today. Neither of the dominations
constructive
those
enable
would
economic policies that will get us down
from the unsound economic practices
which of necessity grew out of the war,
nor would they secure the good will to
production in our farmers and workers
or maintain the initiative of our business men. The issues look forward,
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Proved His Deep Love.
remarkable will has Just been admitted to probate in England.
It is
that of a British soldier, Lieut. Frank
It. KIrkley, wounded in action, and
caswho died at the Twenty-fourtualty station, Italy. The will is written upon the back of a small photograph, autographed "Muriel," and contains only the words : "I leave all to
her.
Frank E. KIrkley, 13th July,
1917."
The Identity of "Muriel" was
easily established as Miss Annie Muriel Kyrke Smith of Larkhlll, Salisbury Plain. The value of the property
was about $1,500, but It causes a heart
throb to realize that the last thought
of the dying lieutenant was for the
woman o his heart.
A

Conditions Being In Europe
They Are, Press Agent Had
cidedly Good Idea.

What
De-

can girl."

"That'll be nice," I said. "Especially
for the prince."
"That's right," said the press agent,
seriously. "There Isn't a royal family
in Europe that is open to him Just
now. He could not get into some of
them he ain't such a much of a
prince, you know and it would not
pay hlra to marry into some of the
others. They have no money cr thrones
Or palaces or anything left."
"So you think It would be a good
o
Idea for him to marry into some
factory family ever here?"
"Sure," said the press agent. New
York correspondence of the Kansas
City Star.

To Preserve
and keep all
household linen
spotlessly white
and in perfect
condition use

Red Cross

How It Started.
With the death of Sir William Osier
the old story that he advocated chloroforming men at sixty Is being repeated
In its original unqualified form. It Is
worth repeating that in his speech
which gave rise to the sensational
story he referred Jocosely to "the ad-

Bag Blue

Saved Annually.
Savings of more than
Washington.
$1,000,000 annually have been effected
by the organization of the division of
operations of the Shipping Board,
Chairman Payne announced in a report made public. Reductions were
made in the annual salary outlay totalling $739,875, by dropping 455
from, the rolls, the report
states. More than $100,000 yearly,' the
report asserts, is expected to be
saved by the discontinuance of printed publications.

heart; brain

Some husbands are mean enough to
busy.
keep half a dozen mothers-in-la-

Cuticura Soap
Anu uiniMcn r
Clear the Skin
Soap 25c, Oiabaaat 25 and 50c,

s

Talca 25c

We Fix Radiators
and Fix 'em

"RIGHT"
b

Cores

lnstallod

tractor radiators.
PARAGON AUTO RADIATOR CO.
Oaavar.

14SS Court Place

That Popular,
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Millions of pcopla suffer year after year
every
from aliments arteotlng practically
part of the body, never dreaming that their
11! .health can
be traced directly to
Here la the reaaon: poor dlgeatloa
meana poor nourishment of the different
organs and tissues of the body. The blood la
Impoverished beoomes weak, thin, sluggiah.
Aliments of many kinds spring from suoh
lumBiliousness, rheumatism,
conditions.
bago, sciatica, general weaknees, loss of
power and energy, headache,
Inaomnta.
nervousness, mental depression even mora
serious aliments such as catarrh and cancer
vtcers, clrrhoslt
of the"Btomach;"tntesttnal
of the Uvea-- , heart trouble all of these can
often' be traced directly to
Keep.á sharp lookout for the 11 rat symp-itom- aIndigestion, heart-bur- n,
rif
belching, food repeating, that awful
painful-fjlo- at
after eating, and sour, gaasy
Stomach, JSATONIC, the wonderful modern
remedy for
'guaranteed to
bring quick relief from these stomach miseries. Thousanda say they never dreamed
that anything could bring such speedy relief
and make them feel so much better in
very war. Try EATONIC and you, too,
will fee just aa enthualastlo In Ha praise.
Make'youi life worth living no achas or
Sains no Jbhies 4)ir melancholy no more of
that tired, listless feeling. Be well and
Strong. Oet back your physical and mental
punch; .your vim, vigor and vitality. Too
will always be weak and ailing as long aa
you have
So get rid of It now.
Take EATONIC Tablets they taste good
you eat them like a bit of candy. Tonr
druggist haa EATONIC (0 cents for a big
box. Oet a box from him today and if yon
are not satisfied he will refund your money.

Made by

Epstym Cereal CorjipanyT.

,'!

Battle Credfc.Mich$ai j.

f

8

Aeid-Gfdmo- el

nowadftys in jtocé r
of coffee

rW

O

Cat.

, Suffer from

has

the 'fifth floor are un-- ,
known. The fire department believed
no one living on any of the four lower
floors lost his life, their ladders
reaching that high, and many betag
windows,
taken from fourth-floo- r
trapped

m

in automobile, truck and

the Bagdad railway.

five-stor-

w
lilt

in the laundry

Honty-Com-

British Send Marine Guards.
British marines
Constantinople.
have landed at Pandemia, because of
the recent capture by the Turks of a
Turkish, arms depot at Akbarh, near
Chanek, on the Dardanelles. . Small
detachments of the British are on
guard. There have been no casualties.
French troops have also reinforced
the gendarme at Adrianople and it is

'

ft.

every week.
Nothing else will
take its place and nothing else
is just as good. All grocers, 5c

well-to-d-

not backward.
"I am not unappreciatlve of
many kind things that my friends have
Love originates in the
advanced on my behalf. Yet, I hope
they will realize my sincerity In not ty- has nothing to do with it.
ing myself to undefined partisanship.

Many Injured In Hotel Fire. '
'
San' Francisco: Twenty five ,. persons, mostly womep, were In hospitals
suffering rnm, burns received in. ,a
flref Whlchjburnéd through every floor
of the
Berkshire apartment
hotel here. The fate of a number of
Others .declared by police to have been

1

h

I assisted the other day at what
may prove to be the springs and origin
of the next great international marriage. The press agent for an organization which deals in philanthropy for
Europe was talking:
"I want to bring Prince DoalotskI
over hero nest year," said he. "I think
I can marry him to some nice Ameri-

mirable scheme" In Anthony Trollope'1
novel, "The Fixed Period," "of a college into which at sixty men retired
for a year of contemplation before a
peaceful departure by chloroform,"
and speculated on what the effect
would have been upon human progA Constant Reminder.
Mr. Multlrox Are you sure you love ress. Springfield Republican.
me for myself alone?
If opportunity were at sea, lots of
Absolutely.
Miss Manchester
But
then, your money will give me more people would hesitate on the shor
dreading submarines.
the leisure in which to realize it.

reported that British artillery

la

J1

1

r

jt-- k

JUST THE THING

been landed at Ismid, the terminus of

'.

ri

ti

$1,000,000

Sure Speedy Relief in S. S. S. the test of

Why suffer from these persistent
when it is 10 easy and
costs so little to do as thousands
of others have done and get relief
through S. S. S.? It is now well
known that eczema comes from
the blood. By giving the blood a
thorough cleansing you not only
get sure and spe dy relief hut you
also build up the system and w
your vigor and vitality.
This good medicine hat stood

That's the real idea back of the
success of Lucky Strike cigarettes.
Toasting improves tobacco just as well
as bread. And that's a lot.

His statement follows:

Sandusky, Ohio. "AfterthsWrtb
of my baby I had organio tronbla.
My doctor laid It wat cantad by
too heavy lifting and I would
havo to hare an operation. I
would not content to an operation
and let It go tot orer a year, having
vay titter do my Work for me at I
wat not able to walk. One dar my
aunt cams to seo me and told m
boat your medicine taid it cored
her of the tamo thin;. I took Lydla
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and used Lydla K. Pinkham's Sana
tlve Waah and they have eared me.
Now I do ray own housework, wash
tag and ironlns; and sewing for my
family and also do sewing for other
people. IttllitakeabottleofVege.
table Compound erery spring for
tonlo. I recommend your medicine
to others who hare troubles similar
to mine and yon can use my letter
If you with." Mrt. FAtjr, FArax
rvsa,132o Stone St.,Sanduiky,Ohlo.

Shifting the Mortgage.
Justwed Hadn't we better burn all
He My dear, I have Just paid off
those old love letters I sent you?
Mrs. Justwed Oh, no, Jack. Per- the mortgage on our house.
She I'm so glad. Now you can put
haps after we have been married a
while we'll get bored some evening on another and by a motorcar. London Answers.
and want something funny to read.

tortures

k,

fold."

All Worn Oat Women Should Take

Prison Pride.
,
"I hope," said the governor to the
departing convict, "that you won't go
back to your old associations."
"No, sir. I don't propose to associate with .anybody who didn't have
the advantages of Just as good a prison as I had."

see this famous
trade-marthink a minute!
Think of the delicious taste of
a slice of fresh toasted bread!
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THE
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Civilization

Korea.

In

History for íuiuiy years B. C. tells
us tlint the iteople of Korea were
q highest In genuine civilizaamong
liix.isTíKKu August 5T. I9it
tion. About tho year 1397 'H general
liy the name of Li built the first Iron
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
fleet, composed of wooden circular vesEDITOR AND PUBLISHER
sels with Iron plates on top, studded
with iron teeth. Heeause of the prosSokicriptioa $2.01 Pf Ytu
perity of the Korean nation, Japan
matter at the was extremely
Entered as second-clas- s
Jealous, and had therepoatoffice in Roy, New Mexico
fore brought 700 boats in battle array.
However, LI, with his 5Q boats, succeeded in inflicting a disastrous defeat
upon the Japanese.
Spanish-America- n
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El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Roy Solano and Mosquero

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Will find

U. S.

,

,

:.V.

',.

Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

.;,

Phone
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;

H

.
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o on '25,
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The three pretty Armenian girls In the auto are talcing a rent "joy ride,"
Joyful having another meaning from (hut generally associated with nuto
riding hero. They have been rescued from the harem of a Turk alter four
years of shameful servitude and are being taken to one of the Near Knst
Itellcf rescue homes. No wonder they are smiling for the first time since
their captivity. The Near East Relief Is caring for many thousands of these
girls until they can find their relatives. Also It is working to save 2.W.000
orphans and over a million adults from starvation this winter. That Is why
It Is making a nation wide appeal for funds to cany on its coble work.

LEONARD WOOD, ADMINISTRATOR

ntnfee yuur sale

diWe

Spanish-America-
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London's Wi.v:
:.
London's telephone
,."V:ph
wires extent TofW miles nverlieud
,
Ooi) luiks
'' die (jround.
md
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Friendship.
"By friendship I mean the frreatrst
love and the greatest usefulness and
the most open communication and the
noblest KulTerln
and the most exemplary faithfulness, nyd the severest
truth and the heartiest counsel and
the greatest union of mind of which
brave men and women ;ve capable."
'
Jeremy Tnj'lo;---

The Humble Pr.rt.
In imperishable rhiincteis there vlll
lie ln.se! ibed mi '.he mhwsn roll of
to irt"t of us,
honor names im t': t :
ihe names of ttmso who performed
nobly humille parts in Life; Ihe unknown workers f ir inüiianit.v, the heroic sul.Vri
lii .li. si .ue cri)-ple- d
ol í'
or handlciippi d 1y the loss of
hands or reel, or lortuud by incurable
disease.sv.l n v iüi a r.utitude vp.ul,
lo that of the liinvt.x rs f oh, took tip
life's burdens and bravely itiiide the
most of tho power
nd oppnrlunilies
besrow-jupon iheiu l..- (In- Almighty.
From "Amliilii ii :.:,.! S.icvess" by
Orison Sue!! M:i:df:.
-

(

M N

'
i

Lc?.:ii'ni.
Lfurnii,!.' ti.keih .!v:y ...
!Í1 ess
and baihr.r::;:;i and t'.em-i.--..of Ul lit
minds, UmdL'h n lm;n
, cu,
doth i :!!!ier v (,!!;
...y
feet. It tt;l;o!h :iwr:y nil U...
Ity, and
ly (O','.,,.
Hons if ;;!!
:;::d d,....
acquainting the i:;i'.d ío
sons on lioili side;-I ;;ielt
:;i u
,. .10 1. ind,
iM first offers :md ct.r.f
and to aceppf i.uMihis hut the ex- amlned wid tried. Laeor..
.

V.

i;es-an-
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A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
Homestead Matters atfrnded to,
Filings
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds

v

i
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office.

As to the Number "Forty."
Forty may not be a "nni'ii"' number,"
like three, or seven, and It has nut the
extraordinary properties which mathematicians have discovered in the number nine, about which a whole volume
might be written without exhausting
the subject. Rut the manner In which
it (Uniros in both fact and fiction is
certainly calculated to pique curiosity.
It Is Impossible to discern any nialhe-niaflcreason for such use of It,
wherefore the natural assumption is
that It had Its origin In some striking
incident.

.

Pays to

Be'Siraic-ht-

.

There's a satisfaction in living up fo
your obligations.
Only the man who
consistently meets his hills cmi look
the world in the face without either
feeling shame or acting the lie. It
makes a fellow step with a firmer tread
when lie knows that liv has done his
best and that no one can eall him a
slacker or point toward him the linger
of scorn. Sometimes lie may feel burdened by this constant living up to
ideals when others don't, but the load
will soon become one of satisfaction
ns conscience declares approval. You
can't do beter than live up to your
sense of obligation. Grit.

II
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SUNDAY SCHOOL

at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gun'N, Superintedent.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d ant)
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Church.
Roy, N. M.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

i

V

Tractor

soo

N

see:

Watch this space for Date
of Demonstration.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE COMPANY.

,

t

Few men know the lumber country
of the north more intimately than Victor Rousseau, Bud In his story, "Wooden Spoil," which we are pleased to announce as our new serial, he gives i;s
a background very vivid and accurate
pictures of life wnong Ihe French
Canadians Identified with this great
industry. There is about that life a'
quaint beauty that cauuot full to Interest you. This Is all the more to
when the story, as it does In the present instance, concerns a young American. Hilary Aekew's uncle left him
a Canadian timber tract to develop.
It might have been easy enough to
nianaga If circumstauces had been
propitious, but the young man soou
found hitusrlf up against difficulties
not mentioned In the forestry, course
which he had taken a few years before. A crooked lumber company, a
grasping notary, a proud old seigneur
and his Rails educated daughter are a
few of Hilary's difficulties, some of
which, It may be udded, he enjoyed.
The author, born in England, was
educated at Harrow nod Oxford and
fought in the Koer war. Afterward he
came to the United States and became
assistant editor of Harper's Weekly.
He has been fngngwl In literary work
ever since, contributing fchort stories
uml serials to most of the leading mug- -

LODGE

Trials of Matrimony.
were stopping at u hotel, while
on our honeymoon, and 'were trying
to hide the fact that we; were newly-wedWe succeeded quite well until
dinner time. Just as we had reached
the center of Ihe big dining hall, o
tot stood tip on her chair and shouted,
"Which one Is the bride, mamma?"
Kvery one then knew, hv my telltale
blushing, that it was I a most embarrassed bride. Chicago Tribune.

days of month'
T. E, MIUCHELL.
Ikvin Oüden, Secy.

W M.

All Masons welcome.

i.o. o.;f.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
i

Evening
Visiting Brothers always
come.

wel

Alfhed Davenport, N.G.
Wm, G.

Johnson, S'ec'y.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
.

Mrs. Myra 0. Derees. N.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y.

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

Operation.

Lawyers

It's the New 1920

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and
eral Courts and

maxwell!

-

GENUINE FORD PARTS

EXPERT MECHANICS

Fed-

U, S. Land Office
Photos

For farm views

$1,187.00 Delivered.
Pioneer Garage,
New Mex.

G

Visiting Sisters welcome

Your First Impression npon seeing it will be
its Grace and Beauty: Then you will wonder
at its Medianil Perfection and Low Cost of

flSK TIRES,

DIRECTORY

ACACIA LODGE NO. 63
Meets 2no and 4th Satur-

Repairs.

Mosquero,

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

Something Better! and
yet Reasonable.

Moline Universal

Pearn, Pastsr.

Services 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M,
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Light Weight, Economy of
Fuel and freedom from

'"

1

11 00 a. m. 8PM.

BAPTIST

Just the Car to meet your
requirements for Beauty,
If

3,

A. F. & A. M.

We Have It

Big Demonstration
of

tt

First Sunday in each nioalh.

At Last!

VICTOR ROUSSEAU

at

O. W.

AVe

LTeacber of Piano

X

p.m.

,

-

I

well in advance, dales
n

VIEW

MILLS

In Fact, Generally.

;

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month

3rd Sunday

scientist says that cholera germs
look like a comma. Possibly, but when
they cot Into a man's system they are
apt to put the final period to his

.

Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.'0U p. in.
Communion service at the morn,
ing service.

Insurance

A

f

ROY

and.

Competent Cleric, Note?, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
.Notary vvurk anu viJieJ nee f cities furnished if desired.

also made at

Complete Indeso All Lands
and Town Property in Mora

onnty.

CHRISTIAN

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience
a successful Salesman.

Ai

Mora, New Mexico

Armenian Girls Rescued from Turks Being Taken to Near East Relief Home.

"

Col. F.O. White

Real E

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

VV

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Church,
Your presence is necessary.
G. R. Abernathy.
S'jpt!

Farm Sales alspecialty

Money to Loan

.

Wueat Director License No. 028463II

this the right place.

President '

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

AUCTIONEER!

Land-Seeker- s

C. E.

&

Miss. LASKA GRAY
Mr.'Rual Wade Sec'y.

or S.E. Paxton,
if youjhave wheatjfor sale

SAVED FROM HAREM

7

V. P.

See Kenry Krabbenschmidt,

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Church Directory

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

see- -

L. E. Deubler

I

Quebracho Bark Valuable.
Quebracho bark, one of the chief
exports of the Argentine, will tun
leather at least throe times n fust ns
(ne oai-- of the oali or the hemlock.
nint in loas than ten yenrs fortune
hnve been mudo by investing In quebracho lands. Nearly 1,000.000 tons of
ihe wood, or (be dry extract, arc sent
to the United States and Europe iiu-- ii
"ally. The' growth of the tree Is of
the slowest, and it la estimated that
1,"00 years is required for it to reach

nmturltr.

THE

I

Col. George E. Cochrane,

a

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Cleric-furnishe-

a
P

See me and get my terus and dates
Dates made
before deciding about your sale.
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
n

Mi

are built

ni

i ck

Will Build Them
We have the

A

1920, Model"K"s

Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, Xcv Mexico

0

WAR NURSE

C

m

"

Spanish-America-

at

Oflioe

BETTER Cars

When

Ü. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
.léxico
January 15, 1920.
Jai.
-- J.
Notice is hereby given that Ralph
Notice is bei
that Jacinto
ro, N. :A., wno, F. Thompson, of Solano, Mora Co.,
of Mo
1"vr..'r
on A pul 13, 1918, made Homestead New Mexico, who, on May 29th, 1918,
üuy, serial, No. 023430, for lot 1, made Homestead Entry, No. 022256,
2, 3, 4, Section 24, Township 18 N.,' for SE'4 SW4, Sec. 17, NWU; Nfc
?.? 2., N. M. P. Meridian, ha SWÍ4, and SE4 SW4, Section 20,
nieU noUee of intention to make three Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
to the P. Meridian, has filed notice of
year Proof, to establish-clai'
'
j- -.
to make Final Three Year,
nbed, before F. H.
Foster, U. a. Ooiuiisioner at Roy, Proof, to establish claim to the land
N. M., on the 8th day of March, 1920. above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
witnesses:
Claimant names
T. ir.. Jad Sanchez, Jauii Jose Chav Roy, New Mexico,' on the 9th day of
ez, Francisco Garcia, Florencio Gonza-!'- ., March, 1920.
all of Mosquero, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John W. Church, C. M. Thompson,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. Sanford Horton, John Beckman, all
of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of

AUCTIONEER

Competent
if desirft''
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c a take
acknowledgements on sale paper.'
help
you secure money to meet your obliand
gations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR IMPLICATION

Ell

now- -

8SANI8H-AMeICAN-

on hand

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
January 1! 1020.
Notice is hereby g.,cn that Miguel Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
war, ..iBSgacr
ST ffeportafTon, Snl ' .
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
ot Roy, Mora Co., New Me;a- for the great majority the only bar be1910, mad
January 15, 1920.
Augus,
South-Wester- n
tween them and absolute stnrvatlou
022595, for
Notice is hereby given that Eusebio
tcua fntry,
Is a bowl of hot bean soup every day.
Township 20 Mor.H no, Manapring heir, for Juan J.
ViVi NW'i, Section
This soup Is supplied by the Near Knsl N.
713 Douglass St.
Mont'no, of Albert, N. M., who, on
v S 12., N. "i. P. Meridian,
Relief now making an appeal to has
.jiii-- j of indention to make Octol-c19th, 191ÍÍ, made Additional
the American people for sufllclenl Final Three Year, IVoof, to establish lid. entry, for SE'i., Section 25, Town-- 1
funds to increase this dole and to pro.
'
iH land )o ' described, ship 18 N., Range 29 K., N. M. P.
vide these suffering little ones will) hoi'm-V: S. Commis-Moiic- r. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
. u. Postor
i
clothing and give them an educntloe
r.oy, New Mexi- to make final three year Proof, to es-- 1
h's
at
etica
at
that will help them to become self sup- co, on the. H:h fny of March, 1920,
tab.ilsh claim to tho land above do- -'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
porting.
NOTKE OP tlONTEST
It Is estimated that meií
scribed, before W. II. Wil'.eox, U. P.
r''nesses:
will
In
Asia
Western
tbnn l,r00,000
Land
New
U.
S.
Roy,
of
Roy,
of
Department
the Interior,
Commissioner, at his of'ice at
Alexia
tile of starvation unless American aid
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Mexico,
vn, of Roy, New New Mexico, on the 10th day of
Is continued.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
January 21, 1920.
" i'li, of. Albert, March, 1920.
Mexico, .. ...
Otlice at Santa I'e, New .Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Alejans ,. Aiguello, of Al- ew Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tiofilo Sahiaar-- of David, N. M dro Macstas, of Roy, Mora County, Conies iNe. 3:.52
Jan. )4, l'j'ij
PÁZ VALVERDE.
IPntrnl'nn l Tviiülln nf ll.ii i,l V. i New Mexico, who, on December 20th,
To Themas D. A'c'Hiire, formerly u
Registe. Jo.vo Inez Motano, cf David, N. M., 1916, made Addl Homestead Entry,
N. M. rfiul now unknown, Co'i
No. 023448, for SWU NWU, SWVi Millc,
Juan T. Montana, of AÍbart, N. M.
teslee;
LÜLÍCATION
NE14, NEV SEV4, S.'c. 19, and NWU
PAZ VALVERDE,
N. E. R, NOT'
Ye-.' tel
ai e hereby notified that
Register. SWV4, Section 20, Township 18 N
Departir-- "
nerlor, U. S. Land
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Madrid, who jives Mo: a, New Mexico
n, New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
filed notice of intention to make Fii as his post office address, did, on JanuO.Tic
Federal Body Says No More
to establish ary 14, lWO.fiie in this ollice his duly
nal Three Year,
J?, 1920.
;
y íjiven that Ethel Department of the Interior, U. S. Land claim to the land
described, be cuirobmaUd
Notic
application to conttKt nd
Compelling Need in All
L. Johann,
y
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
L. Latid
fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissionthe
cancellation
of your hen
secure
í
January 21. 1920.
v"w fexico, who,
of Roy.
er, at his office at Roy, N?w Mexico,
the World.
entry no. i2i;S?, made Januaiy
made Homestead
on May
Notice is hereby given that Juan on the 12th day of March, 1920.
10, 1917, fur the
SW1 Sec. 14: NE1-SE- J
SEV4, Sec. Benito Arguello, of Roy, Mora Co.,
. for E
Kntrv,
Claimant names as witnesses:
J
and
Sec. 15 &
f;.Vtt, and SW,. Section New Mexico, who, on July! 27, 1919, Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New MexiDeparting from custom, the Feder-a- l 130, S
Council of Churches lias endorned 29, Towfiáii.p 19 Í5., --Range 25 E., N.imade Homestead Entrv, No. 022470, co, Florencio Esquibel, of Sabinoso, Sec. 23. Iwp. 21 N. Rug. 24E. NMPM
in-- j
for S
NWU, Sec. 26, and S NE'i, New Mexico, Francisco Esquibel, of and us ronuds for his cunteyie althe work being done fey Near East ,M. P. I.: riaiiin, has led notice of
Year,
Three
Section 27, Township 19 N., Range Sabinoso, New Mexico, Casimiro
leges that said homestead entry hss
Relief, 1 Madison Avenue, New York tention
of Roy, New Mexico.
Pi oof, :c
T 'i claim to the land 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nobeen abandoned by the entrytmn for
City, the former committee for Aretore F. H. Foster, tice of intention to make Fin;.' Three
above dc r
. PAZ VALVERDE,
menian and Syrian Relief which bus tt a
Register. n ore than two jcars last past and that
(,.,or, at his office at Year, Proof, to establish claim t the
essayed the task of caring for 1,250,-00- 'Roy. Ne
on tho 11th day land above described, befiore
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the said absence from the lard h s r.ot
starving people In Western Asia. of Mar:v '
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, a. lis
Poise Worth Cultivating.
been due to any trilitr.ry service y
Clairr-''- ;
office at Roy, New Mexico, on
le:; is witnesses:
Resolutions adopted by the executive
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Cultivate repute of manner, calm- entiyman nlonif the
bolder
r
íu .11 I. Romero, Webb eleventh day of March 1920.
L. Fv
J.
committee, as announced by Charles S.
ness, quietness, emotional control. If in any .! the ilesnobi iratinn tamps o?
Roy,
all
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of
.'Tíid,
Claimant names as witnesses:
you want to jrrow In porsonn! Influence
::'.unk,
Macfarland, general secretary, ore as
within :U
at- h, e'lht r
iNcw M"
D. M. Martinez, V. C. Martinez, J. over, your fellow men. Poise, by no the Ui.i'ti! tf
follows :
biTdtVí or Jr.ii.d or within tho nnii
VALVERDE,
S. Lopez, Andrez Orneloz, all of Roy, means
FAZ
s'Your committee recommends that
constitutes the whole ocre ot
.
or r.aval sfrv-ie- e
leüiii.e
Register. New Mexico.
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PAZ VALVERDE.
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distress and peril as the result of the Department of the Intericj-- U. S. Land
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war.
be
mexico
Umce jc
that the said allegations will be taken
chosen. Always poise, wit li its
s
"They further recommend that we
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
re'e!aüo;i of wll toiilrolled en- by this ofike as having been confess
reaffirm and emphasize our Interest j
y ,:.. ':a that Eugenio
Oflice at Clayton. New Mexico
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ed ly you, and your said entry will W
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carry the day.
will
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the plans of .3. Callj..' '
Gallegos, N.M., who
January 21, 1920.
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9, ;9!7', Made Homestead
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Notice is hereby priven that Casimiro
iu.
iher right to be heard therein, edro.
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scribed, b
contest, or if you fail within that time
Commissicr at his office at Mos-- of intention to make Final Three Year, is not so bad, is it?
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Imported and Domestic Trees.
quero, N. M., on the 9th day of March. Proof, to establish claim to the land
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The sycamores that
above described, before F. II. Foster.
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ñlillñ ASKS
Soldier Husband and Battlefield
Baby Touring Country With
Her for Near East Relief.
mother, father and daughter, the
In u tn tiered lied Cross
ley Caucasus while guns
roared all around aud Turkish liells,
Ignoring the mercy emblem, burst near
It, ore touring America In behalf of
their native Armenia. They are General Me::rnp Nevton Azgupetlan, hia
A

latter born
tent In the
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ANNE AZGAPETIAN.

ur.eon-s'elou-

wife, Lady Anne, and Ireneh Fsther
ivbose baby eyes
opened upon scenes of horror and later
through them saw much of (be sufferings
of the people of Armenia.
The family are making their tour tinder auspices of the Near East lti'llef.
the big organization which has saved
hundreds ef thousands of the people
ts that part of the world from death
by hunger and cold and Is soon to open
a nation wide campaign for funds t
omplete the work of saving the survivors, more than o half million of
wiwm must perish unless aid comes ta
them goon. America Is their only hope.
Ceneral Azgapetlan served gallantly
In the Russian armies In the Caucasus
gaitist the Turk. Ills wife, who accompanied him to the front, did noble
work for the wounded and tick, and
it wag while In this service that her
fraby was born In a hospital tent during
a battle. An army blanket swung from
two poles In one corner of the teut was
the baby's crib during the rest of that
With the
terrible winter campaign.
collapse of the Russian armies after
the Bolshevist reTolutlon the Azgape-tlan- s
returned to Armenia for a brief
epell and did their best to alleviate
the suffering they found on every hand.
But with a Turkish price on his head
the father llnally made his way with
Ms family through Russia to Finland
and then to this country. What they
tell of conditions and needs In Armenia
Is first hand evidence. Armenia, Syria,
In the Caucasus,
)
Turkey and Persia are more than
orphans, heljjless little victims of

Anulo Ar.gapetlan,

250,-ÍKK-
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Invites Your Account, Offering
You a Safe Depository for Your
Funds with the things expected
in a Satisfactory Banking
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Denmark,

OF FRESH E1EVS
TWH

LATI8T

IMPORTANT

.

DIS-

Norway, Sweden, FInlnnd

and Holland have agreed they will not
resume trade with soviet Kussia before Russia's debt to nationals of
those countries has been paid or guaranteed.
Flfte.cn persons " were killed and
thirty Injured in a head-ocolllson between an express train and a freight
train standing at Perrigny sur
L'Ognon, about twenty-on- e
miles east
'
of Dijon, France.
An Illiterate Austrian earned $5,527
in Canada during a single year of the
war, as a laborer at the Wellnnd steel
foundries. It was learned at St. Catharines, when . Mike Ennls was fined
for making a false Income tax return.
. Damage to the amount of $1,000,000
was caused at Manila, P. I., when fire
destroyed half the buildings of the
Philippine Carnival Exposition and the
Island exhibits they contained. Many
of the exhibits were irreplacable and
the loss Is serious.
France has bought six former German transatlantic
liners, recently
United States army transports, from
the United States shipping board, it
was learned at New York from an official of the board, who refused to allow 'the use of his name.
Rate Increases of 80 to 40 per cent
on Canadian railroads were predicted
as the result of estimates that deficits
for the current fiscal year would totul
$28,000,000.
An Investigation is being
made to determine Increases necessary
to enable the roads to pay expenses.
The list of Germans accused by the
allies of war crimes and whose extradition is to be demanded, Is headed
by former Crown Prince Frederick
William and several other sons of the
former German emperor. The list has
been handed to Baron Kurt von Lers-nethe German representative at
Paris.
Julio Mitchell, state prosecutor of
Puebla, has been notified that the
exequator (official recognition) of
William O. Jenkins,' United States
consular agent at Puebla, was canceled Feb. 1. The federal government
Is awaiting action by the Puebla
courts In Jenkins' case before taking
steps regarding its alleged Intention
of requesting him to leave Mexico.
Dog teams from many parts of the
northland will start March 17th, St
e
Patrick's day, In the third annual
Hudson's Bay Dog Derby over
the snow .trolls between The Pas and
Sturgeon Landing and return. About
fifty teams may enter. A purse of 0
and a huge sliver and gold cup will
be presented to the winning driver.
The cup, which stands over three feet
In height, was given by Frank Burns,
a Toronto sportsman.
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EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.
tVastsrn Newspaper Union Nsws

Ervlc.

WESTERN
An unfavorable report has been
made by United States army engineers who have Investigated a proposal to build a ship canal from Puget
Sound to Grays Harbor.
Governor Campbell has issued a call
for a special session of the Arizona
Legislature to convene Feb. 12th to
consider and ratify the suffrage
amendment to the constitutions of the
United States.
A deluge of speeches, 30,144,362 cop-

ies In all, has been poured through the
malls upon the American people at
government expense of more than
Senator Smoot, Utah, told the
Senate In discussing shortage of news
print paper.
Nelson Blackhnll, 32, was killed at
his home in Portland while taking a
both. He started to use an electric
vibrator while in the bathtub and doed
Instantly. The water apparently sent
the voltage of the vibrator through
Blackhall's body.
Were It not for the protection afforded by United States troops, Mexican raiders would make the existence
of residents in the Big Bend district
Impossible, American customs officials
told the Senate subcommittee Investigating Mexican affairs at El Paso,
Texas.
E. Earl Burgess, daredevil parachute Jumper and aviator, was Instantly killed when he fell from an aeroplane near the new Loa Angeles speedway at Beverly Hills. Burgess fell
while he was hanging from a skid
wing of the plane for a motion-picture

stunt

with the Rockefeller Foundation
and the University of California. The
offer was made to Mayor W. F.

He

Toomey.

WASHINGTON
Nineteen thousand United States
troops are still overseas, 6,000 in Siberia and 13,000 in Europe, Secretary
Baker told the House foreign affairs
committee at Washington.
The secretary of the treasury has
been asked in a resolution adopted to
inform the Senate regarding loans
made by the United States to foreign
governments and what Interest has
been paid or Is due.
Secretary Baker In a communication
to all branches of. the army and the
War Department called attention to
the paper shortage and directed all officers to scrutinize closely all requests
for printed matter and take such steps
as may be necessary to eliminate waste
In the public printing and binding.
of wool in December
28,000,000
pounds to
64,000,000 pounds, the monthly report
of the Bureau of Markets showed.
There was continued demand for
fabrics made from the finer grades of
wool, 34 per cent of the total consumption being of the fine grades.
Consumption

Increased from

-

The death rate In the United States
for 1918 was the highest on record, according to the census bureau's annual
mortality statistics just Issued, which
shows 1,471,367 deaths for the year,
representing a rate of eighteen per
population In the death registration
area of thirty states and twenty-sevecities with a total estimated population
of 81,868,104.
In the last five months the total
public debt has shown a decrease of
about $930,000,000 and the floating
Secretary
debt about $730,000,000,
Houston announced In comparative
statements of the public debt on Aug.
81, 1919, when the debt reached Its
peak and on last Jan. 31. The decreases were due principally to salvage and taxes.
In passing the army appropriation
bill, the Senate repealed the limitation of the national defense act which
fixed the peace time strength of the
army at approximately 170,000 officers
and men, It developed during a
leg before the House military committee. Secretary Baker said the repeal
left the War Department free to recruit the army to 300,000 men but
added that "no one hopes to make
n

that

Increase?!

fft y f óf

,

Drastic reduction In the number
national banks designated as government depositaries is being made by the
Treasury Department, with the result
than less than 400 of the 1,331 such institutions holding funds on June .30,
1019, are expected to escape the pruning knife. ' ,
;
;
The federal government, it is estimated, has collected illegally $40,000,-00- 0
In taxes In the calendar years 1918
and 1919. This money Is still in the
treasury and will not.be repaid to the
taxpn'yers until Congress orders It thru
.
T

legislation.- -'

Western Nswspaper Union New
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DENVER MARKETS.
Cuttle.
Beef steers, eh. to
MS 00013. SO
Beef ateera, Rood to choice 12 .0012.50
.Beer ateera, ralr to (food.. 10 5041 11.60
Heifers, prime
604Í1O.60
Cows, fat, good to choice..
.7610.25
Cowa, fair to aood
50
6.60
Cuttera and feeder cowa...
Cannera
.60
6.00
,
Hulla
u
00
Veal calves
16.00
60
Feeders, stood to choice...
11.00
Feedera, fair to good
766M0.00
25
Stockers, good to choice...
9.60
60
Stockera, fair to good
8.00
00
Stockera, plain
6.60
lloara.
Good hogs

ItJ.OO

14.50

Sheep.
Lamba, fat, good to ch."...tl9.00li.60
Lambs, fat, fair to goo.... 18. 60 18.75
17.00ÜI18.00
Lambs, feedera
16.00&17.60
Yearllnars
Ewes, fat good to cholee.. .10.400 11.60
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poultry are net, F. O. B. Denver:

Turkeys.
Turkeys,

No. Is
old toma

38

Hens, lb
Ducks, young
Oeeae

2

20
26

Boosters

Turkeys,

10

Hens, lb
Ducklings
Goslings

23

Live Poultry.
lbs. or over
18
20

42
84

630
32
17
25

S9
30
20
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FOB
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ILLS

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

The University of Arizona basketball team defeated the University of
Ne'w Mexico quintet, 10 to 21, at Albuquerque.
The Venetian Oil Company of
Kansas, will soon start drilling
on Its 10,000 nere tract of land five
miles north of Hope In Eddy county,
Is
New Mexico. All the machinery
now on the ground and It Is thought
that actual operations will be started
shortly.
The contractors have started work
on a residence In Clayton, N. M.,
which, when completed, will be one
of the finest homes ever built In the
state. The new residence will be the
future home of M. C. Johnson and
family and when completed will cost
Win-fiel-

over

$40,000.
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for
years in cases of colds and
catarrh. The results have been
good, in fact, more than you
claimed. Have also taken
Lacupia and can easily say it
is one of the best blood purifiers I have ever used."

"I have used

(

)

:..

f!3

Pe-ru--

Mr.J.F.Arendt

For Catarrh énd Catarrhal Condition
Mr. Arendt It more coovlnclsg proof
than any written words of ours. For
fifty years
has been the standby of the American iamily for
diseases due to catarrhal Inflammation of the mucous membranes linios;
the orgaas of the body. Thousands, like Mr. Arendt, have proved the
a
effectiveness of
for coughs, colds, nasal catarrh, stomach, bowel
and livendlsorders or any disease characterized by a catarrhal condition.
It
If your suffering Is the result of a catarrhal disorder try
Is a true, tried medicine.

The evidence of one man like

to you of the merits of

a

Pe-ru--

Advices from Thoenlx are that the
Arizona Corporation Commission has
granted to the Jordan Stage line, a
I'rescott organization owned by Wilson & Eckert, the franchise to oper-

r,

36-5-

rr)n n nvr
mr?
li L3Duu"UJ,

New Mexico
and Arizona

ate auto stages over the Jeronie-Pres-coshort line highway as soon as the
13
road is open.
30
25
All existing records for flight beEbbs.
tween El Paso, Texas, and Douglas,
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
14.50014.75 Arizona, 220 miles, were broken when
Capt. Cecil Sellers, commanding offiButter.
cer of the twelfth aero squadron, with
60
Creameries, 1st grade, lb.
Lieut. George Usher as observer,
63
Creameries, 2d grade
61
Procesa butter
made the trip In one hour and twenty-thre- e
Packing stock
87
minutes.
Butter Fat.
Fire which for a time threatened to
0
Direct
54
Station
destroy a large part t the business
district broke out in a Main street
Fruit.
Apples, Colo., box
..31.25 2. SO rooming house at Jerome, Arizona. Be.. 2.5003.06 fore the flames were brought under
Pears, Colo., crate
control, two rooming houses and four
Vegetables.
mercantile establishments on the
navy,
8.50!
9.00
Beans,
cwt
Beans, pinto, cwt
6.75
ground floors of the buildings had
6.00
Beans, lima, lb.
.22
been burned.
.30
Beans, green, lb.........
Beana, wax, lb
.30
.82
Frank La Rue of Thoenlx has been
Beets, new, cwt
3.00
appointed drill and rifle practice inCabbaga, pew, C9I.0., cwt 6.60
Notional
Carrots, new, cwt
3.60
4.26
spector of the Arizona
.20
Cauliflower, lb
Seven'
Guard with rank of captain.
Celery, Colo,
2.00
1.00
4.60
years ago he was a newsboy. .Through
Cucumbera, n. h doz.... 8.25
.76
1.25
Leaf lettuce, h. h., doz..
the marines and the war he rose to a
1.00(9 2.00
Lettuce, head, doz
captaincy in the regular army and was
s.uuw 7.25
Onions, Colo., cwt
4.25 i 5.25
Potatoes, new, Colo
At one time
only recently discharged.
.40
.35
Radishes, round, h. h....
4ft (ir
during the war he was a lieutenant
.55
Radishes, long, h. h
Turnips, new, cwt.
4.00
3.60
In the 158th Infantry, formerly the
Arizona
National Guard.
HAY AND GRAIN.
The recent public sale of lands on
Grain.
(Buying price (bulk) carloads, f, o. b. the Yuma Mesa, Arizona, which are
Denver.)
described as particularly adapted to
$2.70
Corn, No. 8 yellow
the growing of citrus and other semi- z
Corn, No. 3 mixed
GENERAL
,
2.85 tropical fruits, was a decided success.
Oats, per cwt
Aliens are departing from Chicago, Barley, per cwt
2.85 The total of the sales amounted apchiefly the steel mills district, at an
II ay- proximately to $1,250,000, and buyers
3 27.00
average rate of 300 a day, thereby ere Timothy, No. 1, ton..
were present from all parts of the
26.00
Imo. 2, ton
Timothy,
ating a labor problem that threatens South Park, ton
2G.00
country.
One tract of sixty acres was
ton26.00
Alfalfa,
become
to
acute.
purchased and will be developed by
24.00
Second Bottom No. 1, ton....
A bill providing for the granting of
army officers from Washington, D. C.
statehood to the territory of Hawaii,
HIDES AND PELTS.
Trial of the $1,000,000 suit of Sura-ue- l
Denver Price List.
under qualifications to be determined
Pandolfo, head of the Pan Motor
Dry Flint Hides.
by Congress was Introduced by Ha
Company of Indianopolls, against the
up
16
40c
Butcher,
lbs.
and
wallan Delegate Knlnnlunaole.
Butcher, under 16 lbs
40c banks of Arizona, charging libel, has
88c been set for March 9 In the Phoenix
A score of persons were Injured Fallen, all weights
22c
Bulls and stags
session of the United States District
when two electric trains on the Wash Culls
18c
Dry salt hides, 6c per lb. lesa.
lngton and Virginia railroad crashed
Court. The Tandolfo libel suit, based
Dry Flint Pelts.
in a head-oon publication of the secretary's recollision In the midst of
Wool pelts
40c port
,
a driving sleet storm near Dum
of the Arizona Bankers' Associa85c
Short wool pelts
Va.
20c tion, Including a resolution with refButcher shearings
No. 2 murrain shearings
12c erence to Pandolfo, had been continMayor Couzens' $15,000,000 municipal Bucka, saddles and pieces of- 18c ued two, years by stipulation of counpelts
ownership street railway plan, Includ
Green Salted Hides, Ete.
sel.
Ing use of Henry Ford's gasoline street
20c
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up. No. 1...
The Dona Ana county Farm Bureau
car, was approved unanimously by the Cured Hides. 25 lbs. up. No. 2...
18c
No. 1
16c of New Mexico has placed orders for
Detroit City Council and Is now ready Bulls,
15c over 25,000 pounds of cotton seed
Bulls, No. 2
for the vote of the people April 5th.
Glues, hides and skins
12c
Kip, No. 1
85c which will be sold to the farmers of
Shooting from the top of his burn Kip, No. 3
30c the valley at actual cost.
Figuring
1
45c
Calf,
No.
ing home In which he was holding a Calf. No. 2
twenty pounds of seed to the acre this
40c
mob at bay a negro at Pine Bluffs, Branded Kip and calf, No. 1....
20c will mean 1,250 acres to be planted
No. 2....
19c
Ark., wounded four men and a boy In Branded Kip and calf, per
lb. lesa than from this shipment. There will be
Part cured hides, 2c
the crowd before he was killed. The cured.
about 4,000 acres of cotton land In that
Oreen hides, 4c per lb. less than valley this season, but it is doubtful
negro earlier In the day had killed a
city detective who had gone to arrest cured. Green Salted HorseMdra.
If it will all be planted as It Is almost
38.OOe9.Ofl impossible to obtain seed
him for the shooting of another ne- No. 1
at the pres7.00 8.00
No. 2
gro.
ent time.
Headless. 60c less.
2.50 5.00
glue
Dr. R. S. Roberson, who shot and Ponies and
The whippet tank Is putting horses
killed Porter M. Brlndley, member of
and mules out of business In the great
MARKETS.
HETAL
the Alabama Legislature at Hartzelle,
pine forests of northern Arizona. One
Colorado settlement prices:
Ala., was captured at Falkvllle, Ala.,
big lumber concern at Flagstaff, Ari.
Bar silver, 31.34
by a posse. He was taken to Decatur
zona, has just put two tanks to work,
Copper, pound, 18 19c.
for safekeeping. .'.
.
having bought them from the War DeLead.
Spelter,
partment. Each tank has displaced
Government officials and prominent
12.00.
Tungsten, per unit,
thirty horses and fourteen men, accoal operators have been Invited to atcording to company officials.
tend the meeting of the American InEASTERN LIVE STOCK.
Some idea of the diversity of Aristitute of Mining and Metallurgical
At Chlcas;s.
zona's climate may be had when it is
Engineers In New York on Feb. 17, at
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. 815.101.35;
of
which a constructive plan for the bet- top, 316.65; heavy, 114.86015.25; me- slated that while the mountains
ter working of the bituminous coal in- dium, $15.10015.35; light. 315.15 15.45; Northern and Central Arizona are
dustry will be presented by Horace V. light light, 314.75 15.30; heavy pack- covered with snow, ripe watermelons
ing sows, smooth, 314.25014. 50; packwere cut fresh from the vines on
Winchell, retiring president of the ining sows, rough, $13.85 14.25; pigs, Yuma mesa on the 24th of January.
stitute, and Herbert C. Hoover. Mr. 313.75 14.75.
steers, medium and Almost any climate desired can be had
Cattle Bee
Hoover will be Installed as president
heavy weight, choice and prime, 315.50 in a few hours' ride in 'Arizona. It is
of the Institute at the meeting.
17.25; medium and good, $11.50
merely a matter of altitude.
common, $9.50 11.60; light15.60;
The total output of the meat pack- weight, good and choice, $13.0016.26;
Concrete
pipe for conduits and
and medium, $9.00 13.00;
ing Industry In the United States for common
butcher cattle; heifers, $6.75 13.65; other highway purposes will be manucows, $6.7512.40; canners and cutters, factured by prison labor at
1.019 was estimated at more than
the Florveal calves. $18.00 19.60;
$5.65 06.75;
In 'a statement given out feeder
steers, 38.0012.25; stocker ence, Arizona, penitentiary Immediateby the Institute of American Meat steers, $7.26 10.85.
ly, according to State Engineer ThomSheep Lambs 84 lbs. down, $19.00 as Maddock, the engineer. The prison
Packers. ,The estimate was based on
2165; culls and common, $16.00
ewes, medium and good and labor Is available at this time, the
annual reports of more than 500 pack- 18.75;
choice. $10.7513.60;
culls and
work is ideal for convicts, the state
ing companies which operate under
$7.00 10.60.
equipment on hand,
has
federal Inspection. Profit throughout
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
and a convenient supply of sand and
the Industry averaged not more than
gravel Is available. Only the cement
1V4 cents .on each dollar of sales, the
Chicago. ' Butter
Creamery, 60
must be bought.
report estimated.
81ttc.
Eggs Firsts, 52M53c; ordinary
Reports from the western end of
Moré than 24,000 candidates for milfirsts, 4650c; at mark, cases included, Grant county are to the effect
that an
itary service in this country during 6052c.
the war were rejected on the ground
Poultry Alive, springs, 85c; fowls, engineer of the United States recla35c.
,
mation service has made a favorable
that they were
according
Potatoes Northern whites. 4.46
report on the proposition to dam the
to a paper written by Dr. Peace Bai- 4.65;
Western Russets. $4.75 5.00.
Frisco river with a view of stabilizing
ley, chairman of the New York state
:
CASH GRAIN IN CHICAGO. the flow of the Gila river in the Irricommission. on mental defectives and
gated sections of the Gila valley in
Chicago Corn No. 4 mixed. $1.44
rend at the closing session of the SoArizona.
It is understood that a
cieties for Mental Hygiene. Rejections 01.47; No. t yellow, $1.4601.47.
5!atTÍS-.?whlte- '
No. 3 party consisting of fourteen men is
for nervous and mental diseases, he irhtte,
8485ttc.
soon to be sent to Alma to make de2, $1.671.68.
said, ranked fourth on the list The
tya No.$1.43
1.63.
tailed surveys of the whole project,
percentage of mental defectives averTimothy Seed $10.6014.60.
which would indicate that the governaged six to 1,000, he said, and was
Clover Seed $46.006.00.
Pork Nominal.
ment thinks the plan feasible and one
especially high" among thjs immigrant
Lard $21.8031.90.
that would be of very general benefit
Ribs I1Í.04 13.50.
classes of New York.
Broilers
Cocks
Springs

Mr, j. r. AKKKDT,
ftlff
Box 44,
rx
Hmmltg,

From All Over

II,-00-

Provided four others will do likewise, Edward Hertwrek, a Fresno,
Calif., merchant, offers the. sum of
$5,000 to the person who will produce
a cure for Influenza, the decision to

J

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Tablets or Liquid

Cold Everywhero
Mnety-Ssve-

a

par

sent sf

Hie pseeJe

lave catarrh la seate term.
He Was Safe.

Couldn't Oblige.

Jiggs What do you do when yotur
Mother Johnny, did you go and ask
Mrs. Nnybor for the loun of her wash-tu- wife praises her first husband?
Biggs Envy him I
as I told you?
Johnny Yes, mother. She said she
Is very sorry, but the bands of the BREAKS YOUR COLD IN
tub are loose and the bottom Is out
JUST A FEW HOURS
and it is full of soapy water. Boston
Transcript.
"Rape's Cold Compound" Instantly r$
lleves stuffiness and
ONLY WÁY ASPIRIN
distress
SHOULD BE TAKEN
Don't stay stuffed-ti- p 1 Quit blowing
Look for name "Bayer" on tableta and and snuffling I A dose of 'Tape's Cold
follow directions in
Compound" taken every two hours tin-t- il
package.
three doses are taken usually breaks
up a severe cold and ends all grippo
The Bayer Company, who introduced misery.
Aspirin, tell in their careful directions
The very first dose opens your
in each package of genuine "Bayer clogged-n- p
nostrils and the air passTablets of Aspirin" that to get the ages of the bead; stops nose running;
best results one or two glasses of water relieves the headache, dullness, fever
ehould be drank after taking tablets. ishness, sneezing, soreness and stiffness.
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be
'Tape's Cold Compound" Is the
genuine must be marked with the quickest, surest relief known and costs
safety "Bayer Cross." Then you are only a few cents at drug stores. It
s
getting the
Aspirin, pre- acts without assistance, tastes nice,
scribed by physicians for over eighteen contains no quinine Insist upon
years.
Pape's ! Adv.
Each unbroken "Bayer" package
contains proper directions for Colds, GAY AND POPULAR RESORT
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Neuri- Biarritz, In Southern France, Noted
tis, and for Pain generally.
as the Scene of European FriDandy tin boxes of twelve tablets
volity and Fashion.
cost but a few cents. Druggists also
sail larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin
One of the gayest and most poptr-I-nr
Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacwatering resorts of Europe is 'Blae-rl- tz
ture of Monoacetlcacidester of
In France, about forty miles from
Adv.
the Spanish border. Its nearness to
Spain has colored Its language and
GETS ALL BUT THE GOBBLE
giving It the
of both countries. It i
Showing How a Chef Who Really a beautiful place, with its
Knowa His Business Crji Disvillas, dark pine trees,,
sect a Turkey.
winding walks and crescent of white-sandbeach guarded at either end by
Evjr ask Charlie Boer, Claypool high, rocky bluffs, rising abruptly from
hotel chef, how to carve a turkey the sea. Before the war it was
When turkey is 60 cents a pound and
of frivolity and fashion, rivalyou want to save everything but the ing Monte Carlo In Its gambling, dancgobble? Ever ask Charlie? Go at it ing and display. It was a favorite
resort with one of England's moro
this way:
"Charlie, I've Invested my life's sav- playful kings in his lighter moments.
ings in a turkey. I want to make that Indeed, Its main street is called
VII In honor of him.
bird pay."
The war brought k sudden change-o"Oh, yes, yes," Charlie answers.
mood to Biarritz. Its gambling ca"Yes, yes."
Then he grabs a turkey and a sinos and hotels were turned Into hosbutcher knife turkey In the left pitals for wounded French, and later
hand, knife in the right Zippy! Off American soldiers. Grim convoys of
comes a leg! Zippy I Off comes the warships passed close to its shores oik
other leg! Zippy! Off comes one their way through the Bay of Biscay
wing! Zippy I Off comes the other Numerous ships were torpedoed ln
wing!
sight of the shore by the German subThen all you have to do Is to draw marines lurking along the Spanish,
the knife gently through the white const. The coast was heavily mlnedV
meat.
and from time to time the detonatlom
"And you can make soup out of the of a mine would shake the town.
neck and sauce out of the giblets,"
said Charlie.
The Right Sort.
See? That's how!
"I don't want my boy to be fast
when he grows up. What sort of
Looking Forward.
training would you give him?"
They have Just become engoged.
"Why not make him a messenger
"I shall love," she cooed, "to share boy?"
all your griefs and troubles."
"But, darling," he purred, "I have
An Instance.
none."
"The war has put many a lowly ona
J'No," sho agreed ; "but I mean when on unexpected heights."
we are married."
"Sure it has. Look at the prune.
world-famou-
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common,
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A satisfying

food,
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feeble-minde-
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and ready to
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

GIRLS! A MASS

LESS MEAT IF BACK
AND

OF WAVY, GLEAMY

of Salts to
Kidneys If Bladder
Bothers You.

tet1 ''Danderlne" save and
glorify your hair

--

vOl

vJ

cvV

u

fr'vp
r ijw;

Where the lordly Potomac thro' vistas of beauty
-- f
sweeps wiui a song-- w uie iaraway eta,
'a
duty,
the
of
America's chieftain,
.hero
&tf
WASHINfiTDM. rosin In the shada of the tree: .íf K3í
His fame is still bright, tho' the cycles have vanished, Mi
His valor Is written In Liberty's tome;
f
His name is immortal and ne'er can be banished
Forevermore cherished in heart and In home.

"..o

if

.

si

mía tne scenes that ne lovea in nis cniianooa.
3&- SpringRovers
the ground with her blossoms so fair.
where
he playd as a boy in the wildwood,
xSr e
Heidreams
L
r0'&A8Vírée ras the eagle from sorrow and care;
Trenton and Princeton weave chaplets eternal, pf )
TjLJ uAnd Brandvwine sinir of his unclouded fame: v i "V
to the height of a patriot Bupernal,
adds splendor to-- WASHINGTON'S 'name.
Yorktown
WJfQfb'AKi
e sleeps

:

oLet

1

"&,,rose

:

'oí?

Tha' stars shed their ltcrht where he camDS in his elory.

--

f Ou

Adored everywhere where his actions are told,
.V k
And millions to come will rejoice when the story
Is lisped of our wonderful struggle of old;
........
In a few moments yon can trans Whole-soul'- d
and great hearted he rode to the battle,
form your plain, dull, flat hair. Ton
Right's naladin. armed in a cause that was Just:
,s.4r:ric
cau have It abundant, soft, glossy and
Undaunted he st6od 'mid the roar and the rattle,
lull ot life. Just get at any drug or
Í?.
ta KaIw ia In erf
Via
Vta1tmt
JiC'
'
MAV
V VVl
VVU
VIVI VI
0 UUOM
V1
irAimfli
toilet counter a small bottle of "Dan
V'A.
o
cents.
a
derlne" for few
Then moist
Mount Vernon will guard the great soldier forever,
en a soft cloth with the Danderlne and
draw this through your hair taking one
America's Mecca and Liberty's shrine, '
malí strand at a time. Instantly, yes,
na iree men wm nocK to his tomb by the rivery-- v
Immediately, you have doubled the
nd kneel in the sunburst of glory divine; (
1)eauty of your hair. It will be a mass,
id
brighter, each day grows the name that we cherish,
fluffy
and so easy to
So soft, lustrous,
As the first in our hearts it will ever findvroom,A fl
do up. All dust, dirt and excessive oil
Fame's carved it on hie h so it never rnninprish.
Hl
is removed.
Let Danderlne put more Ufe, color,
And Love lays her wreath upon WAUNGTOJÍtOmb,
yigor and brightness in your hair. This
cumulating tonic win freshen your Sleep, Chai on of Freedom, benida th lovpd river.-. . J
.scalp, check dandruff and falling hair,
and help your hair to grow long, thick,
Thy soul s m the care of Our Father, its giver,
trong and beautiful. Adv,
Thy glory as lasting as Liberty's clime;
J.
Sharp Rejoinder.
The morn as it bursts in its beauty discloses
"Say, how long have I got to stand
Ths Rntftier that flnnta uíioro ihv cliimir"'ia rlesn
round here, on first one foot and then
Thy
sword we will laurel with ..summertime's roses,
the other, wmtin for thorn hot cakes?"
Beloved by the Nation, Bleepj WASHINGTON, sleep.
asked the patron of a chair arm res

kA

1

J

'"w.

SUV

-

-

ihi
.7"- '

r

taurant
"How do I knowr rep'ed Beatrice,
the breezy waitress. "I can't read the
future any better than you can, but if
.you'll stand on both feet at the same
time and rest your Jaw you'll be In a
better condition to eat 'them hot cakes
when you do get 'em." Birmingham

(Copyright, 1920, Waslam Newspaper Union)

MARYLAND

FIELD

NEW YORK'S FINE MEMORIAL

Residents of Boonaboro, In that State,
Built Memorial to George Washington In 1827.

For Merit of Design, the Washington
Arch In That City Has Been
Given Universal Praise.

On the summit of South mountain,
above Boonsboro, Washington county,
Maryland, stands an Interesting meCALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
morial to George Washington, which
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE Is, moreover,
the first monument actually erected to his memory In this
took at tonguel Remove poUont country, according to the Youth's Comfrom stomach, liver and
panion. Although work was begun on
Bowels.
the monument In Mount Vernon place,
Baltimore, some years earlier, that
shaft was not completed until 1829,
but the one on South mountain was
virtually built In one day, the Fourth
of July, 1827.
At 11 o'clock on the morning of that
day all the people of the little settlement of Boonsboro two years later It
contained only twenty-nin- e
houses
went in a body to the point then
known as Blue Bocks. Some of the
men had fought under Washington In
the War of the Revolution. The result of the day's labor was a monument built of the stones found on the
r
mountain. It measured
feet
In circumference and was raised to
the height of fifteen feet that day.
Tradition says that that height was
Increased to fifty feet In the next few
Accept "California'' Syrup of Figs days.
A central stairway leads to the sumonly look for the name California on
The outlook Is over three counmit
you
package,
are
sure
the
then
youi
child is having the best and most harm-les- s ties; It Includes part of the route of
laxative or physic for the little Washington's historic trip np the Postomach, liver and bowels. Children tomac, the scene of the John Brown
love its delicious fruity taste.
Full tragedy, the Antletara battlefield and
directions for child's dose on each bot- a part of the old National road. A
white marble tablet was originally set
tle. Give It without fear.
In the side of the monument on which
Mother You must say "California.
was the Inscription, "Erected to the
memory of Washington, July 4, 1827,
The
by the citizens of Boonsboro."
I
HelpI Helpl
Another horrible pun has been per-- j slab has disappeared and all efforts
j
In vain.
petrated this time In the South. An to trace it have been
a century the
of
course
half
In
the
j exchange, whose name we withhold to
1882 It
save It from the fury of the mob, re--j monument fell Into decay. In
by residents of Boonsboro ;
was
rebuilt
high
orgy
marks: "The
prices will
of
but a stroke of lightning has torn
I continue as long as the people are will- lng to pay the orgynlsts." Boston away a part of It The people of
Washington county believe that It
j Transcript
would be a fitting tribute from the
people of the whole country to restore
SVAIIP-ROO- T
It, and the matter has been brought
before congress by the representatives
of the 4th Maryland district The fact
that It is the first completed monument to Washington except one In
by contemporary
There is only one medicine that really Paris is settled
records.
aa a medicine for
standi out
curable ailment! of the kidney, liver and
Cause of Washington's Death.
bladder.
Georee Washington probably died of
itanda the
Dr. Kilmer! Swamp-Boo- t
higkest for the reaaon that it has proven
diphtheria, instead of acute laryngitis,
to be just the remedy needed in thousand! as Is commonly believed, according to
upon thousands of distressing cases. an article by Dr. H. B. Hemenway.
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly
Hemenway outlined briefly the
its mild and immediate effect is soon Dr.
used to cure Ills during tne time
means
gentle,
is
a
realized in most cases. It
healing vegetable compound.
of Washington.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
"It is probable that Washington's
drug stores in bottlea of two sizes, medilife was cut short more by excess of
um and large.
by disease," the article
However, if you wish first to test this treatment than
reat preparation send ten cents to Dr. reads. "It is sometimes said that he
iilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N. Y, for a died of acute laryngitis, but we believe
ample bottle. When writing be sure and thatlt is now generally agreed his dis
aention this papen Adv.
ease was diphtheria."

Of American arches already stand
ing In permanent construction,
the
Washington arch In New York has
widest recognition for merit of de
sign. It had Its beginning In Stan
ford White's temporary structure for
the Washington centennial In 1889,
Just 100 years after Boston had built
Bulflnch's arch of lumber and canopy
fabric beside the old state house. Four
years later it stood In mellow marble
at the foot of Fifth avenue. In straight
forward construction, with no columns
or gables applied In merely decorative
uses, this centennial arch attests its
designer's courage In breaking with
almost universal precedents.
Except
for an occasional ancient arch like

FIRST

IN

Age-Heral-

fifty-fou-

1 J
it

Si

i,

t-- Adv.

KIDNEY AILMENTS

Quite to the Point
"I had a sharp dispute wit's my
usband."

"Whnt about?"
"Pin money."

.

I.

Washington

Arch, New York City.

Trajan's on the Alcontara bridge, and
an even rarer modern example like
that of the colossal Arc de l'Etoile
at Paris, whose architects Indeed quarreled and wavered on this very point
the standard designs make use of pilasters and columns, engaged or detached,, and carrying more or less
orately broken entablatures. Stanford
White's design shows two massive
piers carrying with the help of a
rather delicate arch between them, a
decorated frieze and cornice crowned
with an attic story whose broad wall
panels bear the commemorative Inscriptions.

fellow, Still

Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble In some form
or other, says a
authority,
because the uric acid in meat excites
the kidneys, they become overworked ;
get sluggish; clog up and cause all
sorts of distress, particularly backache and misery In the kidney region ;
rheumatic twinges, severe headache
acid stomach, constipation, torpid
liver, sleeplessness, bladder and urinary Irritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or If bladder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful in a class of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made rom the
acid of grapes and lemon Juice, combined with lithia, and has ')een used
for generations to flush clogged kidneys and stimulate them to normal
activity; also to neutralize the acids
in the urine so It no longer Irritates,
thus ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone;
makes a delightful effervescent llthla-wat-

Long-

Stands.

Shop of the Village Blacksmith, at
Cambridge, Mass., Looks Today
Almost as It Did When the
Poet Wrote of It

In his diary of October 5, 1839,
Longfellow made this note: "Wrote a
new psalm of life it is The Village

7 YEARS-STI-

LL

WELL

Now Enjoya Best of Health
and Does Her Housework
Unaided
"I didn't enjoy one day of good
health for more than two years," says
Mrs. O. E. .Wildes, 746 E. Georgia St.,
ienn.
"At first I had

Memphis,

nothing more than
backache. Afterwards terrible attacks of pain left
me weak and limp.
My arms and limbs
ached. My feet
felt weighted with
tons of lead. I
couldn't
walk
without a cane
and bad to be carried to bed every
Mn.WndM
niirht. I eouldn t
do a bit of work and Kept my people
busy rubbing my aching limbs. Sometimes my whole body became rigid. My
feet were swollen twice their normal

Blacksmith.' "
And the house of the village blacksmith, built In 1811, still stands In
Cambridge,
covered with vines and
sought after by tourists and lovers of
the old, although the "spreading chestnut tree" has been cut down to make
room for the widening of Brattle
size.
"It almost killed me to pass the kidstreet.
ney secretions. I lost 42 pounds and
It was the home of Dexter Pratt,
each day felt I had aged a year. I was
the village blacksmith, and the friend
so nervous the rustle of a paper made
me scream.
of Longfellow, who immortalized him
"Finally I was1 advised to use Doan'i
and his smithy in verse. The Bach-elde- r
Kidney PiUt and seven boxes made
family, who bought the place
me a well woman. I have enjoyed the
from the heirs of, Mary Walker in
best of health for seven years, and have
1912, have restoredJhe place to Its
done all my housework without any
trouble." Sworn to before me.
former simple beauty. It still bears
JOHN McNULTY, Notary Public.
the "Sign of the Cockhorse."
C Dean's at Anr Store, 60e a Bos
Inside, the roonis are restored with
drink which millions
men ..nd all the qualntness of their original
CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
women take now and then to keep the form. As one goes in the door they
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus open from both sides of the small hall
avoiding serious kidney disease. Adv. and each room has a large open fireFood Looked Queer on Menu.
place, The mantels are wide and
An American soldier went Into a
plain, as was the fashion In the early restaurant in France and found anHomelike.
Mrs. Doubleyew Let's try the Fire- days.
other "doughboy" struggling with a
Upstairs, at the Brattle street end
side cafe. They advertise it as a nice,
that was In "English."
of the house, one goes down three
homelike place.
he was spelling
Mr. Doubleyew Homelike?
That steps Into the end room. You pass out.
What in the
means their cook has Just left Pass through a narrow back passage and dickens is that?"
find
two
smnll bedrooms and back
it up.
The first soldier took the enjd and
stairs which are sharp and steep.
began to struggle, too. But not until
Dexter Pratt, Longfellow's black- he had said the words aloud three
OPEN NOSTRILS! END
smith friend, succeeded Torrey Han- times could he nmke head or tail of
COLD OR CATARRH cock in the ownership of the property,
them. Then he threw back his head
who in turn bought It from the heirs and shouted :
How to Get Relief When Head and of Thomas
Brattle, who built the
"Why, boy, It's oatmeal, spelled n
Nose Are Stuffed Up.
house. Pratt had lived there a long In Francnise.
Oat
time when Longfellow came to Cam- meal I See !" Youth's Companion.
fifty.
bridge
Count
Your cold In head or
in 1830. After the death of
catarh disappears. Tour clogged nos- Dexter Pratt in 1847, the property
Important to Mothers
trils will open, the air passages of passed through various hands until,
Examine carefully every bottle of
your head will clear and you can In 1870, friends bought it for Mary CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
breathe freely. No more snuffling, Walker, an ecnped quadroon slave, a for Infants and children, and see that It
T!inrn tha
hawking, mucous discharge, dryness woman of refinement and beauty, who
or headache, no struggling for breath had been a servant in several Cam- Signature
bridge families, and afterward taught In Use
at night.
for Over 30 Years.
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream school In the South.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
After her return to the North two
Balm from your druggist and apply a
little of this fragrant antiseptic of her three children were found and
World's Largest Scout Camp.
cream In your nostrils. It penetrates returned to her through the efforts of
The largest boys' camp In the world
through every air passage of the head, General O. O. Howard. They were then Is conducted by the Boy Scouts of
soothing and healing the swollen or a grown man and woman, although America on Bear Mountain reservaInflamed mucous membrane, giving when she last saw them they were tion, New York. It accommodates
yon Instant relief. Head colds and children.
boys, has excellent facilities for
While she occupied the house many boating, swimming and camllres, and
catarrh yield like magic. Don't stay
stuffed-u- p
and miserable. Belief la Harvard students lived there. Now, abounds In hills-anlakes and streams
purchased from the heirs of the es- which allow for the fullest exercise
sure. Adv.
caped slave, It has become one of the of the scout program.
show places of Cambridge.
Without Interrupting.
"Is she really so curious?"
Longfellow, In the Knickerbocker
GOT A CHILD'S COAT
"Curious? Why, that woman would Magazine, in 1840, first immortalized
BY DYEING GARMENT
listen to advice."
the place. He made a word picture
of the village smithy and the black
smith, and also made a pen and Ink "Diamond Dyes" Help Make New Outsketch of the chestnut tree and the
fits for Youngsters.
smithy. The tree up to 1876 spread
its branches In front of the house.
Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed ta
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
The Crumbling of Caste.
India is In the midst of one of her fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
Stop Whipping Bowels
greatest famines.
or mixed
Grain Is twice as cotton
goods, dresses,
Into Activity, but
high as It was in 1900, but in spite of blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
this people are not dying as they did coats, feathers everything I
take"Cascarets"
then.
. Direction Book in package tells how
A missionary gives two reasons for to diamond dye over any color. To
Put aside the Salts, Pills, Castor Oil, the lower death rate:
match .any material, have dealer show
or Purgative Waters that irritate and
In the last 20 years the neonln you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv.
lash the bowels Into action but which have learned to work. Formerly one
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen or two members of a family supported
Going Together.
and purify these drainage organs, and the rest
Now, all who are able to
"He Is very particular about his
have no effect whatever upon the liver work earn something, and so during enunciation." "That accounts for his
and stomach.
the years of plenty something has been pronounced opinions."
Keep your "Insldes" pure and fresh saved up not much but enough to
with Cascarets,
which
thoroughly help a little. '
Chafles Clees says: "Smiles ar
cleanse the stomach, remove the undiAnother reason why India Is in a made to 6how the heart, not the
gested, sour food and foul gases, take better condition now than In 1900 is teeth."
the excess bile from the liver and that the caste system Is breakine down.
carry out of the system all the con- Now you will find men and women of
stipated waste matter and poisons In many castes doing work which forthe bowels which are keeping you half merly was done by one caste alone.
Drug Stores Sell
e
sick, headachy, and miserable.
Hindus are coming to see
Five million people
Cascarets tonight will make you feel that manual labor Is not a disgrace.
use it to Kill. COLDS
great by morning. They work while worm uutiook.
you sleep never gripe, sicken or cause
MILL'S
Inconvenience. Cascarets cost so little
Plywood Given Severe Test
'
too. Adv.
The plywood tested at the Wisconsin
CASCABAfQUIHINI
forest products laboratory Is built up
Impecunlosity.
In thin layers laid crosswise to on
- "Is your watch
going?"
another, and glued with water-resi"Oh, my watch went long ago."
ing glue, various protective finishes
Baltimore American.
are applied to the wood. All materials
Standard cold remedy for 20 yesrs
are subjected to every variety of cliin MDiei lorm ai, sura, aa
opiates breaks up a cold la
temperature and mnlstnro.
BQSCHEE'S SYRUP.
matic
nourt relicts (np in I aare.
and In glue tests, plies must not sepMoney back if it fails. Tha
.
v
turn
if I X v1 .fcnuln Dos Mas a Red
A cold Is probably the most com arate after boiling in water eight ff.nln
.top wita air. MOia
picture.
mon of all disorders and when neglect nours, o soaking at room temperature
W
X
7
days.
rtpvplrmori
ten
And
The products
Al All Drug 5faro
ed Is apt to be most dangerous. Sta
tlstlcs show that more than three many Important uses besides that of
The
times as many people died from in making airplane propellers.
fluenza last year, as were killed la woven plywood, designed as a substi
the greatest war the world has ever tute for linen In wing covering, Is
known. For the Inst
e
years basket woven from strlns of nrnp
to one
Boschee's Syrup has been used for veneer about one and
s
and
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fifty-thre-
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cougns,

Dmnchitls.

colds,

throat lr.

Inches wide and .01
inch thick, the nnlshed sheet helnir
ábout
Inch thick.
seven-eighth-

VICTIMS
RESCUED

rltation and especially lung troubles.
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
it gives the patient a good night's
troubles are most dangerous berest, free from couehlnir. with easv
cause of their Insidious attacks.
Difficult to Learn.
expectoration in the morning. Made
Heed the first warning they give
The Chinese pocket dictionary conin America ana used in the homes of
Site of the White House.
that
no
they need attention by taking
less
10,000
tains
than
characters,
thousands of families all nver tha
The site for the president's palace, civilized world. Sold everywhere Adv. which one must learn In order to
claim any real familiarity with the
GOLD
as the first maps name it was selected
language. However, an acquaintance
by President Washington and Major
All Big Fish.
with 3,000 or 4,000 symbols Is all that
L'Enfant when they laid out the fed
"How are the fish running?"
eral city In 1792. They purposed to
"Good and large, sir. So large that the average native has, and It is said
have the president's house and the cap- a notary public has set up a shack on to be possible to get along with a voThe world's standard remedy for thaaa
cabulary of 1,000.
ítol reciprocally close to the long vista the river bnuk."
disorders, will often ward off these disformed by Pennsylvania avenue, and
tases and strengthen the body against
Nowhere at Sixty Miles an Hour.
they also laid out a pnrkllke connecProminent In Many Things.
Night and Morning,
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists
you
Did
see
ever
a
locomotive
life,
study
run
buildings.
great
two
A close
letters and tion between the
of the
ave Strong, Healthy
Leek far the aune Gold dl
sa erary fees
Tire, Itch, 60 miles an hour and yet not get anyEye. - If they
documents of Washington will show The plans for the house, selected by
end accept aw imiutioq
3
T
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performance
Is
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or
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u
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the
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turn,
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a
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was
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for
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Jefferson
result
that
I KA.VBI OKT PHOTOS
Photos of all troop.
Irritated, Inflamed or locomotives which come regularly to
ness man. a farmer, a philosopher and of a competition In which L'Enfant V&i...
Krmy
Transport
lOUR
Granulated,
Co.,
204
use
Murine
kiln, N. T. City!
Fran
Unin,
the locomotive laboratory of the
a statesman and in his knowledge of took part, were drawn by James
often. Soothaa, Bafrashea. Safe for
versity
scientific
for
Illinois
tests
O hr
ftFMOVf
of
Dublin,
of
a
native
nature
1. Mm 11'n
human
Infant orAdult At all Druggists. Write for
uittBsrtsl
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Barking dogs never bite; but one
'.ways remembers exceptions.

Smithyv Immortalized by
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Do You Like Good,
Clean, Stirring

Adventure?

Indefinitely on account,
of the Influenza and
QUARANTINE

Wooden
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Grand
Auction Sale!
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a story that is different
from any you have ever
read.
Old Jonas Askew
sank a fortune in a tract

is

Ctom Section of the Avery Cwilfiw
entnn

Fuel mliture coming from carburetor and
iniiture thoroughly giwiBed and cnterin cylindur.
cylinder. P Libaunt cut. E I'uel heater. '
A

FARM IMPLEMENTS

mmSer.

B

C JSxliauat cumin

Fuul
from

ten miles square. He dies

not a Racer.
This machine is a
It is built to draw loads and will do it. No other
line is so extensively known as the AVERY line
work-hors- e

And Furniture
By Floersheim Merc. Co.

and leaves it to his
nephew, Hilary.

Hilarysets out to take possession
only to find Lamartine, the
Quebec notary, Brousseau and

We made many enquiries before we selected any line of Machines and
finally made a wise choice and got the AVERY, You should do likewise,

at ROY, N. M.

Morris covertly lined up
against him.

then there are the.

And

to make room for our new
Standard line of Tractors
and other implements.

Seigneur Rosny and

1

li

The following is but a partial
and Emerson
IHC Planters
Bean Harvesters 2
4 two-roOliver Plow and riding attachment Star Windmill
Hoosier wheat drill 2 Emerson 6s Cultivators
list-Ol- iver

Lister-Cultivato-

r3

and unscrupulous money
powers Hilary steps to battle
for his own. It is a tale that
calls to your fighting spirit.

Motor FafmiiiFi Tbreshinrtr
macninery
and

You'll Enjoy Reading Each
and Every Installment

w

LIBERTY GARAGE

12-di-

IHC Disc harrow and Cultivator Oliver Lister
3 Sod Plows
Harrow Emerson
plows
Moline
walking
2 14in
Disc-Gan-

th

Don't Miss It!
SEA

g

Ill'ililillliliniill
n.r- - r,. ,,,;.! fin oíñncfed to téiú 4
check on Mexico and the state of ceo
tant turmoil In that country wjuld be
tat'én into' considwatlon In deciding
16$ targe an army we should, need.
important fafegUard
The third,
will Set up is ft
League
which the

Go-dev-

CREAM of the residence
ef Roy is now offered you in
blocks 40 and 41. ..All cast Ironts.
Are you Koine to buy? SetF. S. STRICKLAND.

THE

Carload Gov't. Flour at $6,00 per cvvfc.
Cookstovcs Cardtable
Graders 5
sewing, librpry
Tables Kitchen Cabinét
6 Chairs
2
Separators
Cruso
Cream
Tables
stand
good
7 yrs.
6
Span
mules
and
Chairs
1 Student

3 Bean
3 round

Oil-burn- er

-
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TERMS OF SALE
months time without interest if
paid when due. If not paid when due
to draw l'o per cent interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved security; $10 and
per cent discount on
under cash;
sums over $10. Ño propel ty to be removed until settled for.

.

Tribute to the Press.
Millions have no literature, but the
nress. It is parents, school, pupil, thea
ter, example, counselor, nil in one.
Let me make the newspapers and- I
care not who makes the religion or the
laws. Wendell Phillips.
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR
self-starti- ng

Clerk.

dust-pro-

Mercantile Co mpany.

tlettl VWch

foil tOjít

ojítío

M

Chester R. Scott is building" a mod
r.
ern residence on block 40. See
"Red Tape."
40 and41.
The expression "rod tsipe" orlslnnred Strickland for lots in Block
In tho fact that tnpc dyed crimson Is all face East.
commonly nr.rt br;;'ly iwd In public
nnrt private business in tylnj; "P Papers, hence it: has come to refer to excessive formality and routine in busiLicenced Embalmer
ness transactions.

rain-proo-

of

This is to notifv vou that I am go
FOR HALE: 12 lots
to put out poison on my farm t
Street, kill gopher and prairie dogs ana raw.
and 41,
Rov. See F. S. Strickland at Roberts This land is Sec. 26, Twp. 22 N., Rng.
An unusual 25.
and Olver Lbrr Shed.
II. C. WEATHERILL,
deal en these lota.
Owner.
in Blocks- - 40 ing

f.

r ,71
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Beck Motor Co.

Japanese Handmade Paper.
paper is produced in
QUALITY Japan principally by farmers as a secA Large
ondary occupation which ibey fan purBUlLDINt; MATERIALS.
Weather Strips for door and win- sue in seasons when there is iiolhiriR
dows, keep out the cold and dust and to be done in the fields. There are
no fewer than 00,000 families engaged
make life easier for the housewife.
in this Industry.
ROBERTS & OLVEK,
Handmade

LUMBER
of
Stock

will make 1

panaltlefl.

TO THE PUBLIC

The Ford Coupe with, an electric
and lighting system is one of the rnost popular
members of the rora family, ic is a perma- nently enclosed car, with sliding plate glass
windows an open car with plenty of shade.
Then in inclement weather, enclosed and cozy,
Just the car for
and
traveling salesmen, physicians, architects, contractors, builders, and a regular family car for
tires all
two. Demountable rims with. 3
around. To women it brings the convenience
and comforts of the electric with the durability-aneconomy of the Ford car. Early orders will
avoid long delays in delivery.

Floersheim
,

t$ of

-

Col, F, O. White, Auct,
E. J. Floershhim,

his

daughter. Into this strange
new world of rosgh lumbermen, bid French traditions

.

Sale Commences 10 A. M. Sharp!
w

woodland

of Canadian

J.

W. BECK, Manager.
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Like Most Mothers.
Dorothy was told she mast go to
for
C.
hot's
Four registered O. I.
bed and her mother would come up
sale, one boar and three sows, all the Inter and kiss her good night. "But,"
sows will bring litters within thirty she said, "suppose I am asleep?" She
PAINTS and VARNISHES
davs. All priced to sell.
Hi eh Grade Faints and Varnishes,
was told that would not make any
WIL-íi- l
II. G. BAUMANN.
SHERMAN
the well known
difference.
"But what if I have the
Mills, N. Mex.
Prompt and Efficient Service,
she asked.
AMS brands.
covers over my head'''
ROBERTS & OLVER,
Day or night.
She was told her mother would kiss
Roy, N. M.
It Rained Cats.
her anyway. "Well," said Dorothy,
Funeral Director, All details
a fashionable church wedding re"she Is sorno kisser."
At
planned and executed.
cently everything was proceeding In
He Knew.
quiet solemnity when suddenly there
The teacher luid spent twenty minHARDWARE
corESTRAY. A srtiall grey mule,
pupils
the
vas a snarl and a jump and two cats
on
her
utes impressing
the
head
from
minister's
ycung, fractious, has brand indistinct
on the
rect pronunciation of the word "vase."
W nre now re.atlv to serve you in fell
anybody V over lazy S on left hip. Is in my
think
I
don't
to
above.
balcony
wanted
she
following
mornlnc
The
a gotd line of Shelf Hardware. Com- ceremony was pasture 6 miles Southwest of Gladfind out if the children remembered, pletc line (,f
ware, remembers just how the
joined stone, N. Mex. Owner come and get
even
minister
the
sudconcluded, for
so she turned to one little boy
A larfrc shipment of 20- Tin warp.
Exchange.
followed.
her, and pay adv. and
denly and demanded: "What do you
ALUMINUM WARE In the laugh that
home,
at
see on the mantlcniece
Dbhes, Steel
expected any day.
Jackie?" "Father's feet, miss!" came Stoves. "Perfection and Blue Bell,
s
and Heatthe prompt reply.
RANGES, oil
ers, Builders Hardware, Mechanics
BatterTools, Cutlery, Flash-LightGas Lamps and;
e
ies,

J. C. Dodds,
Roy, N.M.
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We are now Ready!
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Air-o-Lit-

That Storage Battery?

When did you have it Tested last? It is very likely to
Freeze now and discharged
Batteries freeze easily.

terns.
ROBERTS

& OLVER,

Roy, N. M.
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HAVE ON HAND 6 NEW
CHEVR OLETS lAT THIS
MOMENT BUT THEY WILL

E

NOT LAST LONG,
NO USE TO TELL YOU WHAT
The ANDERSON GARAGE TKEY ARE, YOU KNO- WSOMETHIVG PLEASANT TO
and Machine Works will, in
OWN.
to
a very few days be prepared
COME AND SEE THEM.
your

give you the service
Batteries demand,

that

Watch your Battery!
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HE

Cook-Stove-

Liberty Garage.

For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work.

Ope
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to 20.00 18.00 ta IS 00 12.00 to Ü.:t)
8.00 to 6.00
118.00 to 15.00 14.00 to 10.00
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Cased

to

1

5.00 to

3.0
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LYNX CAT

.

"Heavy Furred

7.50 to 5.S0
5.00 to 4.00

1

l5.90to

12.00

10.00 to 8.00 i 7.00 to 5JM)

14.00 to 12.00
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1
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1
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1
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2.50

- GREY FOX
1

9.0015

1
0

(L50t0 5.50

1

5.00 to 4.00

3.75 to 3.00
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These extremely high prices for New Mexico Furs are based on the
"SHUBERT" liberal grading and are quoted for immediate shipment. No. 3, No. 4 and otherwise inferior skina at highest market
value. Ship your Furs nowwhen we want 'em. You'll get "moro
,
money" and get it "quicker" too.
well-know-

"SHUBERT" RETURNS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY
SHIP TODAY AND KEEP 'EM COMING FAST

Anderson
Machine Works.

iir, Furred. üib.00

SHIP
fro

n
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